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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTI ON 
The Latin American nations traditionally have been 
producers of raw materials: coffee, sugar, cotton and ores. 
They have depended upon agriculture to the extent that 
approximately 60 per cent of all Latin Americans have been 
eng aged in eking out an existence from the soil. The few 
industries which developed in the early periods of indust-
rial growth were the types requiring relatively small 
investment such as textiles, light consQmer products, food 
processing and beverages. In the years since 1930, these 
subsistence economies have been undergoing a dynamic develop-
ment t01111ard greater economic actlvi ty. This is evidenced by 
new investment in steel plants, chemical industries, machine 
tool plants and innumerable other important industries. 
Tne tremendous gr owth in Latin America which is 
indicated by these new facilities, by the increased popula-
tion and by a rising per capita consumption, presents an 
interesting view of rapidly developing economies. At the 
same time, it presents a background against which one can 
study the progress of an old established industry. 
The purpose of this study is to examine one of the 
basic consumer good industries in Latin America and determine 
if it is modernizing production facilities to meet the 
increasing demands that the economies of the countries will 
be requiring of it, to see hov.r this industry has been 
affected by trade unionism and labor legislation; and how 
the labor legis la ti on in effect has evolved. In order to 
restrict the scope of the study to manageable prop ortions 
only two countries, Brazil and Mexico, have been examined, 
and one consumer good industry, text iles. Brazil and Mexico 
have been chosen for three main reasons. First, they have 
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had long experience in textile manufacture. Second, tog ether, 
their populations comprise approximately one-half of the popu-
lation of Latin America. Third, they both have compreh ensive 
labor articles in the Constitutions and labor legisl a tion on 
t h eir statute books. 
This permits a comparative study of a highly mecha-
nized industry, which will certainly be affected by t h e 
growth trends in the economy. It also provides an oppor-
tunity to study one of the older industries in two countries 
which have had considerable labor legislation of an advanced 
type superimposed upon t h e early stages of industrialization. 
The size of the growing population in these two countries 
is of suffici ent magnitud e to have a tremendous impact on 
the demand for textile products. The purpose of this thesis 
is to determine whether this industry can carry t h e burden 
of an elaborate body of labor legislation, trade union rules 
and regulations, and t he resulting costs, under all conditions 
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of business activity and still mo dernize sufficiently to 
k e e p pace with t h e d emand for tex tile products which will 
grow wi th the p opulation. 
Populat ion in t he twenty Latin American republics 
h as n ow reach ed a tot a l of over 171 million. In Brazil a lone, 
it is about 56 million and in Mex ico it has reach e d abou t 
28 million. It is growing at an averag e y early rate of 
2.3 per cent.l Per cap ita consumption has also been increas-
ing rap i dly. These factors indicate that the ~rospects for 
t h e fu t ure, with r e g a r d to consumer p roducts, point toward 
a . g ro-vJing dema nd for more consumer i terns and for better qual-
ity items. If this demand is to be met b y the text i le 
segment of t he economy, it is reasonable to assume t h at 
dyn~mic policies of investment i~ tex tile machinery will 
be needed. In addition to investmen t in machinery cap able 
of p roducing f or t he se expanding and more discriminating 
marke ts, work as signments and tra ining method s, as well as 
org ani zat i onal p lanning must also keep p ace wi t h the general 
d e velopment in the economy . 
A curso ry examination i ndicates t hat a condition of 
"backwardness" has ex isted in t he textile indus t ries of 
these two countries. It appears t h a t union and management 
l"Latin America: The Market Grows But So . Does t h e 
Competi t ion, 11 Busines s Week, November 20, 195~-, p . 142. 
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policies have been inadequate in meeting the developing 
requirements of these economies. Replacement and moderni-
zation programs planned to keep pace Hi th the gro"V~ring 
industrialization do not seem to have been formulated. In 
addition, labor and management apparently have not reach ed 
agreement on realistic work load assignments and procedures 
for handling the more modern labor saving equi~ment. It is 
possible that the burden of advanced labor legislation and 
trade union regulation has been too heavy and has limited 
modernization of the industry, so that th e benefits of indus-
trialization have not re a ched the masses of the p opulat ion 
in the form of low cost, good quality fabrics. 
In order to evolve this study to determine if the 
tex tile indu stry can, in actuali ty , progress at a pace 
comparable to t h at of the balance of the economy under the 
labor legislation in effect and the union and manag ement 
policies being pursued, the thesis has been divided as 
follows: Part One, Chapters Two, Three and Four respectively, 
revieHs the early development of the textile industry, 
unionism and social and labor legisla tion in both Brazil 
and I"iexico; Part TvJO, Chapters Five and Six, examines the 
provisions o f t be Constitutions of Brazil and Mexico, where 
they pertain to labor, plus subsequent amendments, consoli-
dations and related legislation; Part Three, Chap te r Seven 
is concerned with the labor leg islation passed a fter revision 
of the labor codes in both Brazil and Mexi co and the type 
of unions which have evolved; and Chapter Ei ght consi ders 
t h e conditions in the textile industry since World War II. 
'l'hese chapters, in combination, develop the conditions 
~rhich existed in the textile industry in its formative years 
and the background :for the development of labor legislation. 
They also show the type of union which has evolved in both 
countries and the similarities in the labor leg islation 
Hhich has developed despite completely di:fferent systems of 
unions. In addition, the problems of the textile industry 
at the present time are presented to show the effects of 
previous policies and to review vJhat must be done if this 
industry is to k eep pace with the demands of t h ese r ap i dly 
d e veloping economies. 
PART ONE 
CHAPTER II 
EARLY TEXTILE INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT AND PRACTICES 
The text ile industry is one of the first to be 
developed in any country. The main reasons for this are 
that it supplies one of the basic consumer requirements and 
at the ·same time it is an easy industry to establish. rl'he 
skills required in the industry are comparatively easy to 
learn and the machinery used is not complicated. The result 
is that any are a with power, an adequate labor supp ly and 
access to supplies of cotton, wool or other fibers that are 
to be processed can easily establish a mill. The type of 
machinery used and the quality of fabric produced will in 
large measure determine the market for the production of 
the mill. 
We shall see that Brazil and Mexico were no excep-
tions in this regard. In both countries the textile indus-
try was the first modern large scale industry to be developed. 
The first mills developed in areas away from the cities where 
labor was in large supply and inexpensive and there were 
abundant raw materials. We shall also see that when the 
funds required for additional investment were in s h ort sup-
ply manag ement in both countries t urned to t h e use of 
increased quantities , of labor. 'l'he labor supply per sec-
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tion2 of ma ch ine s was incre a sed whenever inc r eased qu antity 
of production or incre ased quality was required. We shall 
also see that in the face of for e i gn comp etition the reaction 
in both countries was f or manag ement to reque s t government 
assistanc e in the form of tariff protection, instea d of 
acquiring more e fficient machinery or l ooking f or more 
efficient methods in the ir own mills. 
The f irst modern factories of any i mportance , in 
Brazil, were cotton t e x ti l e mills. Thes e mills develop ed 
a bout 1876 in the states of l\1.aranhao and I'1inais Gerais. 
With in five years, additional mills were built in the states 
of Sao Paulo and Rio de Jane iro and in t he Federa l District. 
The e s tabl ishment of the s e mills was stimulated by 
the availability of abundant v-rater pov.rer, loc a l cotton, low 
wage labor and new textile machine ry developments which 
were introduced during this p eriod of time. The mills v.rhich 
were for med in these undeveloped areas secured investment 
advantages of low costs and p rotected mark ets. In fact, 
these marke ts were usually available only to t he manufa c-
turer established in the area due to limited railroad and 
2A "section" is a common t e rm used in the textile 
industry. It is used to denote the number of mach ine s 
assi gned to one weaver or loomfixer. The actual quantity 
is determined by t h e numb er of yarn breaks per mach ine, per 
hour, as a man can only attend to a certain number per hour 
and still maintain efficiency and quality. 
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hi gh way facilities. Transp ortation c osts were usu ally 
considerably lower be t ween Bra zilian ports and the United 
Sta tes or Europ e than they were between north ern and 
southern Brazil. 3 'I'his f a ctor alone, severely restric t ed the 
need for addi tional equipment. The result was that t h e 
local markets received and accepted whatever quality of 
fabric the local manufacturer was capable of p roducing and 
at prices t h at covered his operating costs. If t h e quality 
was low and the prices h i gh there was little that t h e local 
markets could do about it because of t he h igh cost of im-
p orting from other areas. This condit i on, of course, 
app lied to the laboring class with limited f unds. 
The majority o f these factories were pa ternalistic in 
nat ure. As the mills were built at considerable dist ances 
from establish e d towns, mill manag ers f ound it economically 
feasi b le to develop an employee attitude of de p endence u p on 
th e mills for their social and economic needs. Thus they 
fostered a system of mill villag es which v.rere financially 
dependent u p on continued op era tion of the text i le mills. 
These villag es later became distinct social entities, and 
bonds develop ed wh ich have prevailed u p to t h e p resent time.4 
3George Wythe, Industr4 in Latin America ( New York: 
Columbia University Press, 19 9T; p. 1S4. 
4united Nations Department of Economic Affairs, 
Labour Productivi tx of t he Cot t on Textile Industry in Fiv~ 
Lat in ~merican Countries., T New York, 1951), p . 13, p ar. 92. 
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'Ihe e a rly years were marked by a period of i ntense develop -
ment which i n tro duced all of the l atest types of e quipment 
then considered modern . 'Jhis original development v-ras then 
follovJed by a period of stagnation, resul ting f rom i n creas ed 
fore i gn comp e tition i n hi gh quality fabrics and oppo s i t ion 
t o local manufacture from the a gricultural aris t ocracy . 
'I'h is low l e vel of activity i n the i ndus try continued u n til 
\vorld l-Ia r I re duce d i mp or ts and stimulated demand fo r i n -
creased local -produc tion. 
Af ter the initial r ash of inves tment, the entire 
i n dustry, in the early stag es of its development , was affected 
b y a l i mi te d availabil i t y of f u nds for cont inued i n v estment . 
H01-Jever , t h is alone did not cause the stagn a tion . 'The i n c en-
· t ive to continue to modern ize equipment , in the mills as a n 
a i d to obtaining bet t er qu a lity and r Bduc ing o :::> erating cost s 
"tAra s at a mini mum due t o t h e p ro t ec ted marke t s for the clas s 
of' fabric s produced i n t h ese areas , and preference of t he 
a gricultur al a r istocracy for imported quality fabrics . 
As was me n tioned p reviously , the tende n c y was t o develop 
cmi'..muni t i es arou nd the mills and t o foste r a communi ty spirit 
and depen dence upon the mi ll s. This p r a ctice resulted in the 
development of a larg e supp l y of lo1.-: ;,.rage labor vJhi ch had 
n o s k i lls o t her t h an those as s ocia t ed wi th t h e tex tile trades. 
Thus , as the mach iner y in place a ged , management found it 
e xpedi ent t o i n c rease the n~~ber o f lab orers i n order t o 
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increase production. Labor was increased in place of capital 
equipment v.to.ich required large amounts of capi tB.l. ~men 
situations developed where quality of fabric was a factor, 
the tendency again was to intensify the labor factor instead 
of procuring new equipment designed fo r p roduction of quali t y 
fabrics. 
In the urban areas such as Sao Paulo and Rio de 
Janeiro, the textile industry v.rhich had formed Has unable 
to develop a large home market due to low per capita consump-
tion of local products and imports of better quality fabrics 
at comparatively low prices. The continuance of imp orting 
in the major cities, as was noted above, was effected by 
the large agricultural landowners near the cities who pre-
ferred quality fabrics from abroad. However, what Has more 
important was the dominance of a prejudice, among the agri-
cultural nobility, against the rising industrial activity. 
In addition, there was the strong belief that Brazil 1 s 
national prosperity lay in agriculture and t hat the principle 
of international division of labor should be maintained. 5 
As investment capital became scarce due to the limited 
funds which the a gricultural class made available for invest-
ment in machinery, the concentration of labor in the mills 
ST. Lynn Smith and Alexander Marchant, (eds.), 
Brazil: Portrait of Half a Continent, (New York: The Dryden 
Press, l9Sl), p. 246-.----
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increased. One reason for this increase was poor adminis-
tra tion and supervision, plus the fact t hat a large supply 
of 101-1 cost labor vms at hand. A part of this problem was 
the fact that there .was a dearth of technical information 
in the Portuguese language, on textile subjects. 
The lack of incentive to modernize organization derives 
principally from the relatively low cost of labour, to 
which reference has already been made. This leads the 
manufacturer to assi g n very few units of equipment per 
worker, not only to ensure a high output from the 
machinery--a very impor tant consideration--but also to 
avoid the inherent problems of establishing strict 
controls, intensive supervision, the training of 
unskilled personnel and, agove all, the read justment 
or displacement o f labour. 
Another important factor which partially explains the 
use of obsolete equipment and excess labor, is the limited 
capacity of the country to invest in undertaking s capable 
of absorbing personnel disp l a ced by technological pro gress.7 
Due to the limited local marke ts for the output of 
the factories, t he industry eventually insisted on tariff 
protection on all classes of fabric and obtained it after 
Horld 'lrJ'ar I. Then, in 1 931, on a complaint by some of t h e 
mi lls, of~erproduction in the industry, t he government 
passed laws prohibiting the importation of new and used 
6
united Nations Department of Economic Affairs, 
op. cit., p . 12, par. 88 . -
7 Ibid., p. 13, par. 91. 
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machinery, the reby limiting entry to the industry and at the 
same time insuring the obsolesence of the existing industry.8 
In the latter part of the 1930's these regulations were 
modified to permit machinery purchases, alth ough t a riff 
p rotection of fabrics has b een continued. 
These are major p roblems which have confront ed the 
Brazilian tex tim industry, since the larg e scale moderni-
zation at the end of t h e nineteenth century, and which have 
limited its development. 
'I'he situation in l11:exico was quite similar in many 
resp e cts. The modern Mexican textile indus t ry be g an op era-
t i on in 1 8 30. It was encouraged by government subsidies and 
within fi f teen years had developed a total of about sixty 
mills. Then t here was no furthe r expansion until about 1 890 
vrh e n it again de veloped r apidly due to additiona l government 
supp ort. In Nexico, the industry did not develop along t h e 
lines of paternalistically op erated mill communities as it had 
in Brazil; rath er, the mills ~'rere op erat e d for a b sentee owners 
living in Mexico City or Europe. 1~e e a rly phase of develop-
ment of the industry in Mexico was controlled mainly by immi-
grants and resident foreigners, notably French and Spanish.9 
8Henry 11'1 . Spiegel, The Brazilian Economy 
(Philadelphia: The Blak iston Company, 1949 ), p. 213 • 
. 91-J'ythe, op. cit., p. 29Li-· 
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These groups did not develop the type of social communities 
which were characteristic in Brazil Hith the result that 
textile labor in Mexico found it necessary to look out for 
its 0 1--m interests. 
The earliest mills were vertically integrat ed opera-
tions from cotton bale to finished fabric which were con-
trolled by retail drygoods outlets. This system led to 
payment of wages in script redeemable only at company stores 
or to advancement of credit to employees for food and other 
necessities. 'The result vm s that t h e employees were always 
indebted to the mill and had no freedom. This caused an 
antipathy toward management and hastened the development 
of organizations that might contribute toward improving 
the ir economic position. 
'l'he problem with respect to the labor force in Nexico 
was similar t o that encountered in Brazil. 'The overabundance 
of labor in the industry and in the country at larg e led to 
the development of a large body of lm,r wage textile labor. 
The crux of the problem in Mexico was, as in Brazil, t h e 
existence of a surp lus of p opulation in relation to the 
limited capital available for investment in various indus-
trial activities. 10 
10
united Nations Department of Economic Affairs, 
2£• cit., p. 81, par. 294. 
From the manag ement point of view, the abundance of 
labo r in Mexico meant lo-vJ cost labor which required a mini-
mum of training. This low cost labor was a strong factor 
counter to moderniza t ion as management found it more prac-
tical to increase labor than to introduce expensive labor 
saving machinery. The result of this policy was lower 
efficiency as the machinery in place aged. The comraon 
solution to this problem was to ask government assistance 
in tl~ form of tariffs to protect the local markets from 
foreign comp etition. 
15 
'l1hus He have seen in Brazil and lvJ:exico that promising 
investment opp ortuni t ies resulting from p rotected markets, 
abundant raw materials and in some instances, government 
subsidies led to a rash of textile mill investment. ~~en 
the unusual profitability of this type of investment declined, 
due to a saturation of the market for textile mill invest-
ment, a period of stagnation developed until highly favor-
able investment conditions again developed as a result of 
wartime shortages or increased demand. 
The practice in both countries, when the boom con-
ditions declined, was to reduce machinery purchases and 
increase the supply of labor to compensate for ageing 
machinery. Thus a large body of low cost labor, which was 
skilled only in the textile trades was developed. Manage-
ment policies and supervision practices were established 
that depende d heavily on this condition. When costs rose 
under this system, management in both countries turned to 
the government for assistance in the form of protective 
tariffs, rathe r tha n searching their individual firms for 
cost reducing remedies. 
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In these early developments, one can see the form-
ation of practices on the part of management which have led 
to the conditions 1-rhich exist in the present textile industry 
of Brazil and Mex ico. However, t he establishment of labor 
unions and passage of labor legislation changed conditions 
sufficiently so tha t the old practices need revision. A 
study of t he type of unionism Hhich has developed and the 
t ype of labor legislation which has evolved in both countries 
provi des an insight into the present problems of the industry. 
The early phases of the shift from non-organized to organized 
labor are discussed in Chapter Three. Of course, with the 
formation of unions, the most pressing needs of the laborers 
received the attention of the governments and laws were 
p assed to assure minimum protection of the workers. The 
first efforts in this d irection are the subject of ~napter 
Four. The detailed study of the major legialative develop-
ments is considered in Part Two of this paper. 
CHAPTER III 
EARLY UNION ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
The type of early union organization that developed 
in Brazil and Mexico was a direct result of the manner in 
1rJ"hich the textile industry was established in each of these 
countries. As was noted previously, in Brazil the paternal-
istic type of mill community was fostered. The mill owners 
made p r ovisions for the welfare of their employees and this 
resulted in formation of communities which coop erated with 
the mill manag ement. In Hexico, the practice of absentee 
ov-mersh i p operating vertically integrated textile compani·es 
led to a different situation. The owners, not living n e ar 
the mills, v-rere only interested in p rofits. The result vms 
t h at under the hired mill managers abuses developed which 
included fines and penalties for absenteeism and other 
infractions of mill regulations, payment in script redeem-
able only in mill stores and "blacklisting" of employees 
1...rhen company regulations were broken. All of these factors 
led the laborers to accept any le a dership or organization 
which promised relief from these conditions. 
This chapter is designed to show the type of union 
organizat i on that developed along with t h e paternalistic 
com.>nunities in Brazil and to show what change s developed 
bef bre the new g overnment was organized in 1934. As it 
relates to Hexico, this chapter intro duces t h e type of 
union organization and activity wh ich has characterized 
Mexican textile labor. It fUrther s h ews why this type of 
union a c tivity became dominant in Nexico. 
The workers in paternalistic mill communities of 
Brazil were not paid any better, nor did they work shorter 
h ours than the textile workers in Mexico. However, manage-
ment did look out for their welfare in some respects. This 
resulted in definite community ties and an appreciation by 
the workers of management's interest in their welfare. 
Even so, by 1891, some mutual benefit societies had 
developed in these mill communi t ies. 'l'hese societies were 
established to provide the sickness and death benefits that 
management did not supply. It was not until 1917 that the 
first r eal textile union was formed in Brazil. This uni on 
was formed by the vJOrkers in the mills of Rio, known as the 
Union of Workmen in Textile Factories, (Uniao dos Op erarios 
em Fabricas de Texidos). The general organizational struc-
ture of t h is union and others which followed in Brazil 
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corresponded roughly to t he follo-v-ring pattern: Confederacion 
(national organizat i on); Federacion (regional organization); 
Sindicato (plant organization); individual worker.l1 Until 
11 Wendell C. Gordon, The Economy of Latin America 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 19SO), p. 148. 
1928, abnost all the worker organizations tended to b e 
mutualist or syndicalist, in the sense of Sindicato (pl ant 
organization), types. They were more concerned Hith their 
particular communities and individual mill problems than 
they were with national problems. 
However, in 1927, a change could be noted. Organi-
zat i ons such as t he Federacao Syndical Regional do Ri o, 
v.rhich advocated definite Marxist ideologies, were being 
formed. ~.Jhen these first org anizations propounding Commu-
nist ideas were founded, the government of Brazil immedi-
ately adopted a policy of rep ression tm·Jard Communism and 
organizations based on it. 
Then, in 1928 , a national Labor Party was founded 
19 
which received supuort from the textile industry. It put 
fo r th a declaration of principles and a program of action 
vJhich included free technical instruction to all individuals, 
minimum wage scales, profit sharing, child labor laws, an 
eight h our day, the construction of workingmen's cities, 
repression of trusts and monopolies and many more ideas 
that were quite advanced for the times. According to sta-
tistics published two y ears after the founding of this 
Braz i lian Labor Party, it 1,ras composed of 614 affiliated 
workers' associations of syndical, mutualist, social, recrea-
tional and cooperative societies. Tnis organization continued 
in operation until about 1935 and then it disintegrated. 
20 
Some revolutionary tendencies also develope d in 
Mexico after the unions had been organized for six or seven 
years. However, mutual type organizations were the earliest 
evidences of unionism in the Mexi can mills. Here, as in 
Brazil, these early societi e s, which app eared by 1900, were 
only designed to provide sickness and death benefi t s. By 
July, 1906, the textile workers had formed the first real 
trade union in Mexico, which Has called the 11 Grand Circle 
of Free 1.Vorkers. 11 Its principles were based on revolutionary 
tracts wh ich v.rere being circulated at that time, advocating 
violence. In fact, a strike was declared in Dec ember, 1906, 
because of new working conditions established by the manu-
facturers in Puebla and Tlaxcala. As the strike progressed, 
the employees, who were dep endent upon the company stores 
for their food supp ly, attacked the stores, setting fires 
when they encountered resistance. This strike tiiTas charac-
teristic of the Mexican Union activities which followed in 
subsequent years, although perhaps it was more violent than 
msny of the later strikes. 
Unions were illegal bodies in Mexico until the new 
Madero g overnment v-ms formed in 1910. The workers were then 
permitted to organize vd thout interference. With this tacit 
support of the government, strikes were called whenever the 
unions t h ought they could gain an advantage. In 1911, 
Ivladero establish ed a Department of Labor v-rhich tiiTas forme d 
21 
primarily to establish some method for settling t h e con-
stant textile labor disputes. This department called a 
convention to b e held in July, 1912, which was represented 
b y 100 of the 133 tex tile factories and union representa-
t ives. However, t h e union represent a tives had very little 
to s ay about the p roceedings. They were simply given oppor-
tunities to make comments or suggestions after t h e manag ement 
represent a tives h ad decided in principle on t he concessions 
t hey were willing to ma ke. Neverth eless, thi s convention d i d 
mak e some progress as d ec i s ions were made t o reduce work ing 
h ours to ten daily , from t h e p revi ous twelve to fourt e en, to 
s e t minimum wa ges of 1.25 p esos p er day payable in cash , not 
scrip t, which p reviously h a d been redeemable only at the 
company op erated stores, t o abolish t he system of fines 
which had p reva iled in all mills and to establish a system 
for present ing labor grievances and obtaining r eplies f rom 
emp loy ers. 12 
Alth ough t h e worker's representative s were not g iven 
much voice in r orming t he a gr eement, they took s t ep s to 
insure that it was enf or c e d. A Permanent Workers' Com_mi ttee 
was created, wi t h headqua rters in Me xico City and branch 
12Marjorie Ruth Clark , Organized Labor in Mexico 
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Univers i ty of North Carolina 
Press, 1934), p. 185 . 
committees in the various textile centers of the r epublic. 
These co~_mittees were to report infringements of the con-
tract and the central com~ittee was to act as representa-
tive for the employees in any dispute. The expenses of the 
com.mi ttee Here covered by the government and the employers 
jointly. In addition, the gover~ment set up plans to 
enforce the agreement by taxation, taxing the f a ctories 
which did not conform at a rate of 8 per cent instead of 
4 per cent. 1 3 However, in practice the agreement was not 
enforced and the conditions which had been responsible for 
strikes in the past continued to cause them. 
'l"'he first action which Mexican labor undertook, to 
bring order out of the confusion existing after t h e revo-
lution, was a series of meetings in July 1912, which 
resulted in the founding of the Casa del Obrero Nundial or 
House of the ·Horke rs of the 11orld. 'Ihis organization, 
al t hru gh not a labor union in any sense of the ·Hord, ~rras 
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the dominating factor in l'vlexican labor from 1912 until 1918. 14 
These early developments in both countries Here 
directly connected with the v.relfare of tbe 1-Torkers and 
with their interest in forming organizations which would 
aid them in bettering their economic pos.i tion. In Brazil 
l3Clark, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
lLJ.Ibid. , p. 23. 
the early unions were not dominated by political f i gures 
who were more interested in p olitical ends than in the 
interests of the workers. A chang e in this pattern did 
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not develop until after World War I, when a communist ele-
ment dominated union acti vj. t y and labor unionism beca_me a 
base for social and nolitic al d isturbance. 1he increase in 
labor trouble led to passage of a lavJ in 1927 g iving the 
police power to dissolve unions whose activities were 
obnoxious. The Brazilian Labor Party, establish ed in 1 9 28 , 
with its declaration of principles calling f or minimum wag es, 
profi t sharing a nd child labor, was the culmination of 
Brazil's free labor union development. Within two years, 
t h ere was a transition from free to g overnment controlled 
unions and government establishment of the rights of labor. 
All previous ri ghts were circumscribed by the provi siona l 
g overnment in 1930 and a new pattern was set for futur e 
unionism in Brazil. 
In contrast to Brazil, early union activity in Mexico, 
conditioned b y an antagonism toward manag ement and by a 
radical union le adership, took a violently militan t course 
leading to strikes and persistent demands for b etterment 
of labor's economic p osi t ion. Due to a strong , unified, 
ma nag ement opp osition to t h eir demBnds, t h e unions looked 
toward the g overnment for intervention of their behalf. 
The first step toward government participation 1-vas the 
establishment of a Department of Labor in 1911, to work out 
methods for settling labor disputes. The next major step 
of g overnment assistance was the Mexican Constitution of 
1917, which gave Nexican labor the most advanced labor lav.rs 
in the world. This document formed the basis for future 
labor activity in Mexico. It guaranteed rights to labor 
but did not make the necessary provisions to enforce the 
la\,T. Thus JV1exican labor found it necessary to engage in 
strikes in order to secure government support and to force 
management to comp ly with the law. 
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In this chapter, we have seen that the growth of 
paternalistic mill communities in Brazil led to the forma-
tion of early unions wh ich were little more than health and 
welfare societies. Th ese organizations were interested 
p rimarily in local problems rather than national issues. 
Thus, they tended to depend upon t h e mill entrepreneurs for 
guidance and did not develop s t rong union leaders from their 
rank s. It was not until after World War I that national 
unions developed and many of these contained communist 
extremist elements. The government reaction to these com-
munist activitie s v.ra s the passage of a law giving the police 
po\-ver to dissolve indivi dual unions v.rhich were obnoxious. 
Then, in 1930, t wo years after t h e formation of the Brazilian 
Labor Party, the government abolish ed all free unionism. 
In its place, the g overnment established a form of g overn-
ment controlled union which Has to b e the basis i'or i'uture 
labor activity in Brazil. This new type of union org ani-
zation is considered in detail in Part Two of' this p aper, 
in Chap ter Six. 
The development of' union activity in Mex ico, as we 
have seen in this chapter, i'ollm·1ed a pattern completely 
dii'i'erent from that in Brazil. Me x ican labor, i'rom the very 
beginning of' the textile industry, had to i'ight man agement 
i'or every advance it rece ived. The result was the develop-
ment of' union organizations, with strong le adership that 
used every available method of' securing a better standard of' 
living i'or their memb ersh ip. These leaders saw the power 
that could be secured by usirg their unions to support 
p olitic a l candidates. The result was political activity, 
requests for government intervention in disputes with manage-
me nt and union insistence on inclusion of' much labor legi s-
lation in the law·s of' t h e country. The results o f t h e 
Mex ican union efforts in t h is direction are cons idered in 
detail in both chapters of' Part Two of this paper. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOCIAL AND LEGISLATIVE ADVANCES OF LABOR 
Prior to the adoption of the 1917 Constitution in 
Nexico and t h e 1937 Constitution in Brazil, both of which 
marked turning points in the status of labor in these coun-
tries, t h ere was some general social and labor leg i sl e_tion 
in effect. This legislation developed slowly as the strengt h 
of the unions grew and the governme nts beg an to recognize 
t h eir social responsibilities. Actually, the development 
of labor unions and labor legislation in these countries 
has been very similar in many respects and yet, at the same 
time, the conditions under ~mich this development has taken 
place have been nearly diametrically opposite. The net 
result in both countries has been a heavy burden of social 
leg islation superimposed upon basically agricultural econ-
omies. 
The purpose of this chap ter and the chapters in Part 
Two of this paper is to evolve the leg islation which has 
affected the growth of unionism and development of t h e tex-
tile industry. The basis of this comparison is a combina-
tion of three similar stag es of d evelopment and of laws or 
concepts, b oth countries have promulgated affecting t h e 
textile industry and its labor supply. 
The first stage, wh ich has been the basis for the 
balance of this chapter, is a comparison of the early atti-
tudes toward labor and the pre-constitutional legislative 
developments. The second stage, covered in Chapter Five, 
is a comparison of the labor articles of the 1917 Mexican 
Constitution and the labor articles of the 1937 Brazilian 
Constitution. These two documents have established t h e 
status of labor in th ese countries and have set the pattern 
for subsequent legislation improving labor 1 s job security 
and living standards. The third stage, as discussed in 
Chapter Six, reviews the various post-Constituti onal items 
of legisl ation and t h e practices resulting from t h em, 1--rhich 
have had a strong influence on the status of the textile 
industry. 
This chapter s h ows t h e trends in the early stag es 
of labor legisla tion in both Brazil and Mexico. On r1exico 
it develops the shift from illegal to leg al unionism and 
from government opposition to unions to government supp ort 
of t h em. Then, finally, t o government cooperation to the 
point of making poll tical promises into lm·rs which could 
be made effective through labor union pressure. The period 
covered is from the Revolution to the new Constitution in 
1917. On Brazil the chapter follows a similar pattern 
ranging from the first recognj_ tion of the p rincip le of free 
unionism to t h e prohibition of free unionism and sta te con-
trol of all labor activity, after the Vargas Revolution 
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in 1930. 
It is interesting to note both the similariti e s a nd 
the differences in the development of lab or organizati ons 
and legislation pertaining to labor in these countries. The 
firs t significant differenc e is noted in t he early Constitu-
ti ons of Mex ico and Braz i l. The Mexican Cons t itution of 1857, 
f or instance, contained definite prohibitions against labor 
org anizati on and agit a tion for the betterme n t of work ing 
conditions, whereas t h e Brazilian Constitution of 18 91 
granted liberty of association. 15 We shall see t h at t h ese 
relative attitudes soon ch ang ed. 
The Mex ican revolu t ion which Francisco Madero led 
a ga i nst the Diaz dictatorsh i p was primarily a political 
revolution. However, after the victory of Madero, politi-
cal c l ubs whi ch had formed during t h e agitation a gainst 
Di a z, became unions of workers. The Madero government, in 
1910, did not op pose the formation of union alth ough the 
law against such organization was not chang ed. 16 In fact, 
a measure of recognition was g iven to Mexican labor in 
December 1911, when Madero created a Department of La bor 
under the Secretary of Public Promotion. This department 
was empowered to act in labor disputes only when act i on 
l 5Spieg el, 2£• cit., p. 103. 
l6Clark, 2£• cit ., p. 17. 
was requested by the parties involved. The creation of 
this department satisfied labor for a time but it accomp-
lished little toward solving labor's problems. 17 
The general recognition of labor in Brazil, over and 
above the constitutional acknowledgement in 1891, that it 
v.ras free, was first noted in a law passed on January 5, 
1907. This law, Decree No. 1,637, authorized the formation 
of unions of industrial workers. It further recognized the 
principle of federation of unions without reg ard to geo-
graphical boundaries and recognized the federation as a 
legal entity. Article 8 provided that the unions should 
be so organized as to promote a spirit of harmony between 
employees and employers and promised tha t organizations 
Hhich promote this spirit would be recognized as ag ents of 
the interests they represent.18 
In January 1919, an accident co:mpensatlon laH was 
enacted, covering labor in general. 1bis law was later 
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extended to cover occupational diseases. 'I'hen, on April 30, 
1923, a presidential decree created a National Council of 
Labor. This council was given the functions of a department 
of Jabor. It was required to provide information on social 
17clark, 2£· cit., pp. 19-20. 
18
spiegel, 2E· cit., p. 103. 
problems and to encourage the organization or national 
unions. 19 The powers or this National Labor Council were 
later extended by a decree issued in January 1928, which 
made it a consulting organization in soci a l matters, which 
was t o recommend regulations, rurnish the government with 
inrormation on given questions and act as arbiter in labor 
conrlicts on request of the interested parties.20 
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Thus, by 1911 in Mexico, and 1928 in Brazil, t h e labor 
unions had a government department, which they could call 
upon for arbitration of disputes witl1 management. However, 
Mexican labor unions stili maintained a very tenuous posi-
tion since technically they were illegal. Under Morones, 
as Minister of Industry, Commerce and Labor, t h e question 
or legality of t h e unions never became an issue. In ract, 
as was noted in Chapter Three, the Madero government 
called a tex tile convention which met in Mexico City in 
July 1912, in an attempt to settle the labor problems that 
were causing so many strikes in this industry. Labor dele-
gates were permitted to attend the convention but were not 
permitted to be present at the sessions. As t h e employ ers 
19Moises Poblete Troncoso, "Labor Movement in Brazil," 
Monthly Labor Review, Vol. XXIX (Washington: Government 
Printing Orfice, 1930), p. 53. 
20Ibid. 
reached their decisions, t h e labor delegates were informed 
and in theory consulted, as they were allowed to express 
their opinions. 
The Madero gover~~ent, while it opposed t he Casa 
del Obrero Mundial, which was formed by labor to bring 
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order out of the confusion after t h e revolution, had been 
friendly toward l a bor. The Huerta government loJhich came 
into p ower in February 1913, on the other hand, was inclined 
to view labor as Diaz had done. Thus, under Huerta's rule, 
labor temporarily lost most of the gains that it had made 
after the revolution. The vacillating position of Mexican 
l a bor as the g overnments changed, impressed upon labor the 
i mportance of having all gains an d promises made into 
legislation at the e arliest opportunity. 
In 1913, when Carranza took up arms ag ainst Huerta, 
he promised to call a convention to reform the Constitution 
of 1 857. 1~is convention met in the city of Queretaro from 
December 1, 1916, to January 31, 1917. It rep resented only 
a part of the Carranza labor faction, as many had turned 
a gainst him by the time the convention was called. 2 1 
Neverthele ss, t h e constitutiona l convention was held as 
planned. 'rhe Constitution as presented by Carranza's 
21
c1ark , ££· cit., p. 47. 
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conservative faction, headed by Jose Natividad Macias, 
offered little to labor. Actually, it left the unions 
entirely dependent upon official favor and gave the federal 
congress power to legislate on labor in the entir e republic. 
This was not at all acceptable to t he labor delegates. It 
v.ras not until January 23, 1917, a week before the closing 
of the congress that a labor art i cle was considered. Then 
in two sessions, Article 1 23, which formed the basis for 
future labor legislation in Mexico, was adopted.22 This 
article gave jurisdiction over labor legislat ion to the 
states and provided that each state should adopt labor laws 
that coincided with the constitutional provisions. 
As we have seen, after the revolution, Mexica n labor 
developed a tendency to depend upon the g overnment. This 
v-m s fostered through labor 1 s support of the leaders v.rho 
promised them the most. This naturally led to dependence 
upon labor off ic i als 1,rho had influence with the government 
and to continued efforts to obtain legislative coverag e for 
every advance which labor was able to secure. The final 
culmination of the trend in the pre-constitutional period 
was tbe acceptance of Article 123 by the 1916-1917 consti-
tutional cong ress. 
22Clark, c·t p 1.9 
.2£· _l_., . L!- • 
The development of labor rights in Brazil has not 
come through the me d ium of labor support of political can-
didates. Rather, it has been a matter o f gover~ment 
ena cting laws to meet specific social p roblems as indus-
trialization develop ed in Brazil. These developments, 
af t er 1920, were b a sed on the minimum requirements of the 
Int ernational Labor Code which was establish ed after World 
War I. Brazil, wh ich was a party to these intermational 
a gre ements proceeded to enact leg islation Hhich complied 
with t h e fundamental comp onents of the Interna tional Labor 
Code. 
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In 1920, the commission on social le gislation, of the 
Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, presented a p rop osed labor 
c ed e and oth er bills which were to form the basis for subse-
quent labor le g islation. These included recommend a tions for 
Heekly rest, emp loyer assistance to sick worker s , s ocial 
insurance, re t irement and benefit f und s and revision of the 
i'l!ork:men' s comp ensation law. 23 A regula tion in 1924 provided 
t h at pregnant women workers were to have the ri ght to 30 days 
rest b e f ore and a fter ch ildbirth . This regulation also 
incl u d ed provision f or nursing mothers which :made it compul-
sory that mills provi de time for th i s purp ose during work ing 
23Mont hly Labor Review, £R• cit., p. 56. 
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hours and also p rovi d e nurseries where t h e mothers could 
leave tbe ch ildren during Harking h ours. 24 Then in December 
19 25, a law was passed which p rovided that s a l aried work ers 
and 1-vage earners in industrial concerns and commercial e st ab-
l i shments were to rece ive fifteen days vacation annually 
Hith p ay. This l aw also p rovide d that t he Nationa l Labor 
Council sh ould see t hat t he terms of t h e law were carri e d 
out. 25 
In 1926, a con s titutiona l refor m was undertaken and 
much consideration was g iven to l a bor leg is l a t ion. One 
i mportant r esult o f thi s was the C6dig o de Menores {Ch ild 
Labo r Code), which wa s published in 1927. 26 
After the Revolution of 1930, t he exi sting social 
legi sJation of Brazil was consolida ted and organized on a 
more rationa l basis. The first act o f the Provis i ona l 
Government in this d i rection was the creation of a Ministry 
of Labor, Industry and Co~merce in November 1930, and Decree 
No. 19,666 (1931), which e st ablish ed t h e Nationa l Department 
of Labor. 27 
24Ibid., p. 5 3. 
25Ibid., p. 5 3. 
26smith a nd March ant, ££• cit., p . 384. 
27Ibid., p. 386. 
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The first T~linister o f Labor under the new government 
actively undertook the organization of labor. One of the 
first tasks assigned to the new department was a reorgani-
zation of the social security runds. These had formerly 
been handles by private insurance concerns or Horkers' 
cooperatives. The result of the governmental reorganiza-
tion was the development of national Pension Institutes 
organized along syndical lines. That is, they were org an-
ized to cover all employees, according to five major occu-
pational group ings. This work eventually resulted in Decree 
No. 24,273, qf May 22, 1935, which crea ted the Pension 
Institutes as follows: 
Institute de Aposentadorias e Pensoes dos Comerciarios 
II II II ll II II Industriarios 
II 
" 
II II 11 lt Banc ari os 
II 11 11 11 II ll Maritimos 
II II II II II II Empregado s em 
transportes e 
carg as 
Contributions to these funds 1rJere established to range from 
3 per cent to 5 per cent of salaries up to a maximum salary 
of Cr. $2,000.00 payable monthly by the employee, his 
employer and the Federal Government. 
'fuese Pension Institutes, in general, off er medical 
service, dental service, hospitalization an d invalidity 
plans, illness and invalidity p ensions, vd do;,..r t s pensions, 
maternity benefits and funeral benefits. 
The labor code, wh ich was developed in 1930, add ed 
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safety and hyg iene codes, limitations on child labor, p ro-
tection for women in industr y, unemployment compensation and 
minimum wage, maximum hour laws, in addition to the afore-
mentioned social security program which was being p lanned. 
The December 31, 1931 issue of the Jorna l do Brasil 
contained a decree of the Brazilian Ministry of Labor which 
required all \•ra g e earners over fourteen years of a g e to have 
employment books. These books provided by the National Labor 
Department were to be distributed free of charge and we re to 
be kept by the worker as a permanent record of the worker, 
his civil status, his union affiliation and the terms of his 
labor contract with his employer. 28 In the following year 
Decree No. 21,761 instituted the collective bargaining con-
tract in p lace of individual labor contracts. This year was 
marked by a number of decrees g iving benefits to labor. 
These included equal wages for vJOmen, regula tion of hours and 
1-rorking condit ions for "t-romen and children, eight hour work 
day as standard and the creat ion of Conciliation and Judg e-
ment Boards and of Arbitration Committees for labor disputes. 29 
The old legislation on accidents was revised by decree 
2811 Employment Books Compulsory for Brazilian Workers," 
Monthly Labor Review, May 1932, Vol. XXXIV, No. 5 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 19 32), p. 1044. 
29smith and Marchant, 2.£.• cit., p. 388. 
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in 193~- and minimum wage legislation was also passed. 30 
On July 16, 1934, the second Republican Constitution 
in Brazil was ~omulgated. This Constitution, in contrast to 
t h e first Republican Constitution which devoted only one 
paragraph to labor, devoted a special section, including 
Articles 115 through 143, to labor.31 However, as these 
are basic to the 1937 Constitution they will be considered 
in conjunction wi th the labor articles of that document. 
We have seen tha t the developments in Mexico, up to 
the promulgation of the Constitution of 1917, resulted in 
a g rowth of free unionism with the cooperation of the govern-
ment. Due to change s in status under different aQministra-
tions, labor realized that any p olitical promises were only 
transitory and that if they were to secure p ermanent bene-
fits they must he.ve them written into law. The labor articles 
in the 1917 Constitution resulted from eff orts to stabilize 
labor 1 s gains and insure a base for future l a bor union activ-
i ty. As v.re have seen, these efforts ·Here marke d with con-
siderable success as t h e Constitution embodied the most 
comprehensive and detailed labor provisions t h en in exis-
tence anyv.rhere. 
3°Monthly Labor Review, Sept. 1936, Vol. XXXXIII, No, 3, 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1936), p. 606. 
31 8 Smith and Marchant,~· cit., p. 3 9. 
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We also saw that the Brazilian development resulted 
in a very similar final product but it evolved in a diff erent 
manner. As a result of an increased recognition of t h e 
social problems of the urban workers and participation in 
international labor organization, the Brazilian g overnment 
became aware of the need for establishing minimum standards 
for the health and welfare of all labor in Brazil. Labor 
was recognized and authorized to form free unions and feder-
ations in January 1907. Then accident compensation, minimum 
wage, maximum h our and social security laws were passed as 
the problems of the urban worker increased. 
1~en the revolut ion occurred in 1930, the privilege 
of free labor was suspended and plans were laid for a con-
solidation and rational organization of the existing leg is-
lat ion. These plans culminated in the trans i tion Constitu-
tion in 193~ and ultimately in the labor code of the 1937 
Constitution. 
This 1937 Constitution guaranteed labor a very com-
plete, government operated labor code which compares favor-
ably with the provisions of the Mexican Constitution of 
1917. A comparison of the pertinent labor articles in these 
documents and subsequent leg islation is the best method of 
pointing up the ch anging status of labor in Mexico and Brazil. 
This comparison is the subject of the chapters in Part Two 
of t his paper. 
PART T\vO 
CHAPTER V 
LABOR PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONS 
In Part One, we have examined the type of textile 
industry organization which developed in Brazil and Mexico 
and the major causes for stagnation in t he growth of the 
indus try. ~le have also considered the type of union orgs.n-
ization which was formed in each of these countries and the 
reasons why two different patterns of unions evolved. The 
development of the unions and social and labor legis lation 
affecting them has also been considered, up to the adop tion 
of the 1917 Constitution of Nexico and the 1937 Constitution 
of Brazil. From these respective dates, labor in Mexi co and 
Brazil has been assure d of recognition and rights by articles 
in the Constitutions and subsequent legislation extending 
to the present date. It is this phase that is considered 
in Part Two of this paper. 
We shall examine, in this chapter, t h e labor article s 
of the Constitutions of Brazil and Mexico. A comparison of 
similar p rovisions will be made and differences as well as 
reasons for th em will be p ointed out. We shall see that 
neither the Mexican Constitution of 1917, the Brazilian 
Constitution of 1934, nor its successor in 1937 could be 
considered a panacea for the l a bor problems existing in these 
countries. The Cons ti tu tions as written, guaranteed ls.bor 
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an advanced body of lega l rights. Ho He ver, the enf orcement 
of these laws was negligible until strikes and government 
decrees strengthened them. Many of the p oints cont a ined in 
these Consti tutions are similar and c an be considered together. 
Others sh ould be considered separa tely as they reflect 
sli @1tly divergent trends in the thinking on labor in thes e 
t r.v-o countries. 
Since t h e 1>1exican Constitution of 1917 occurred first, 
chronologically, perhaps the points contained in Article 1 23, 
t h e labor article, should be exp lored first. The purpose of 
Article 1 23 was t o solve the problems of labor. In an 
attemp t to insure this, t h e labor delegates had insisted 
that t h e j u r isdiction over labor legislation be placed in 
t h e hands of the states. They felt t ha t t h is 1-.rou l d guaran-
tee s p ecial attention to local p roblems and condi tions.32 
The new Constitution at t emp ted to balance the bargaining 
p ower of labor and capital. It establish ed six ma jor p oints 
which were to form t h e basis for f uture legis lation and, 
unfortunately, conflict. These points were: regulation of 
hours of work and overtime pay; minimum wages and e qual pay 
for e qual work; health and accident protection; recognition 
of le gal strikes and lockouts; arbitration regulations; and 
establishment of dismissal policies. 
32 Clark , 2£· cit., p. 50. 
The detailed regulations covering hours of l·mrk and 
overtime pay included: limits on the work day to a ·maximum 
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of eight for day work and seven for a night sh ift; prohibition 
of ni ght t-JOrk and overtime work for women and for children 
under sixteen; a compulsory day of rest for every six days 
of work; overtime payment at double regular time with a limit 
on overtime v-rork to three hours on three consecutive days; 
and limitation on the working hours for children between t h e 
ages of twelve and sixteen to no more than six daily.33 
On the subject of minimum wages, the framers of the 
Cons titution did not attempt to be definitive. They simply 
establish ed general guides. They left the matter of estab-
lisrling s p ecific regulations to the states. They d i d outline 
the following as requirements: a wage to s ati sfy the normal 
needs of life of the workman, his education and lawful plea-
sures, his responsibilities as the he a d of a family and 
special condi tions prevailing in various sectors of the 
country; equal compensation for equal work without regard to 
sex or nationality; exemption of minimum wage from attach-
ment or discount; establishment of special commissions to 
deter mine the minimum wages and the rate of p rofit sharing 
to which labor is entitled; and payment of all t-mges in 
legal currency and not in orders, merchandise or any type 
33clark, 2£· cit., p. 51. 
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of token.34 
The health and accident provisions covered employer 
responsibilities to the community and to the individual 
employee • . These included: limiting of the working hours 
of women and children and prohibitions against their employ-
ment, at any time, in unhealthy or dangerous occupations; 
regulation of the type of work for pregnant women during 
the three months preceding parturition and guarant eeing one 
month of rest at full pay after confinement, p lus two rest 
periods daily of one half hour each, for as long as nursing 
is required; establishment of employer liability for l a bor 
accidents and occupational diseases; and establishme n t of a 
requirement that employers must furnish employees with 
housing at rents not exceeding six per cent per annum, with 
schools, dispensaries and other co~nunity services when fac-
tories employing more than one hundred employees are estab-
lished in uninhabited areas.35 
The Constitution also establish ed the right of 
employees and employers: to unite for protection of their 
interests; and to employ the strike and the lockout.36 
34clark, QQ. cit., pp. 50-51. 
35Ibid. 
36 c Ibid., p. /1. 
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Strikes which used peaceful means for settling disputes 
Here to be considered lawful. They were unlawful only vlhen 
the majority of t he strikers resorted to violence. Lockouts 
1-vere lawful 1v-hen an excess of production made this action 
necessary in order to maintain prices at a reasonable level 
above production costs. This action required prior approval 
of the arbitration board.37 
The arbitration machinery establish ed p rovi ded: that 
differences or disputes between capital and labor should be 
submit t ed to arbitration and conciliation boards consisting 
of an equal number of representatives of labor and manage-
ment and one representative of the government; or if an 
employ er refused to submit his differences to arbitra tion 
or accep t the boards decision, the labor contract was to be 
terrninated and indemnification in the fu~ount of three mont hs' 
we.ges paid to the employees, in addition to t h e liability 
incurred as a result of t h e dispute. However, if labor re-
jected t h e award the contract was to be terminated.38 
On the subject of discharge of workers, the dismissal 
procedure p r ovided for compensation to the work er in the 
amount of three months wages if the worker left because of: 
lack of faith on the part of the employer; or mistreatment 
37clark, QQ. cit., p. 51. 
3Bibid. 
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from the employer.39 
As was stated previously, the new Constitution 
did not end the battle. It simply started labor on a long 
struggle to secure, in actuality, the rights it already 
p ossessed legally. Actually, after the adoption of the Consti-
tution, labor began to demand its rights and '!-rave after v.rave 
of strikes broke out in all industries. l'-1anagement, on t he 
ot he r han~ felt that enforcement of the Constitution would 
have disastrous effects of t he development of industry. 
Carranaa, although he had consi dered it impolitic to opp ose 
the passage of the labor article, proved by h is later actions 
that he did not intend to put the legisla tion into effect. 
The result was a muddle of conflicting state leg islation. 
This state legislation became so confused and conflicting 
between neighboring states, that it was necessary to amend 
the Constitution in August 1929, with regard to Articles 73 
and 123, so t hat the federal government could enact uniform 
labor lavJs. This cleared the way for adoption of a feder a l 
labor code in August 1931.4-0 
Many of these developments in Mexico as -v;ell as others 
from other countries lvere incorporated in the Brazilian 
39clark, ££· cit., p. 51. 
4° 11 Amendment to Mexican Constitution Authorizing 
Federal Labor Code," Nonthly Labor Review, Vol. JL'\:IV, No. 4, 
(Washington: GoverrLment Printing Office, 1929), p. 8 [)2. 
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Constitution of July 16, 1934. This Constitution c ontained 
a special section on labor (Articles 115 through 1~-3), which 
included all of the innovations and advances whi ch were 
tried in Brazil after the Revolution of 1930. In t hi s, the 
Brazilians acted much as the Mex icans had, as they drew from 
foreign experiences, principally the Germans (Weimar Consti-
tution).41 This Constitution was s h ort lived, h owever, as 
it was replaced in November 1937, when Vargas executed a 
coup d'etat and imposed a new authoritarian t yp e Constitution. 
As the 1934 Constitution of Brazil sc arcely bec~me 
effective before it was replaced in 1937, there is no need 
for a detailed study of its labor articles. These were incor-
p orated in the ne1...r document. Tb.e ideas which were incorpor-
ated t h ere and in the Mexican Constitution, in word ing whi ch 
was very similar, included provision for minimum wag es, and 
eight hour \•Je rking day, overtime pay for ni ght work, special 
provision for working hours of children and women, guaran-
teed rest period for women before and after pregnancy vd thout 
loss of salary, and accident insurance. 
However, in s ome respects labor provisions v-rere less 
liberal t han they had been p revi ously. Heretofore, Brazil 
had prohibited a difference of salary on account of age, 
sex, nationality or civil status. This new enactment made 
4 1smith and Marchant, ££· cit., p. 38 9. 
no mention of these advantag es. Then, on the subject of 
unionism, Articm 138 of t h e Constitution stated that tra de 
a ssociation was free, but only syndicates recognized by 
the state were to have the righ t to legally represent the 
members of that category of production.42 This in effect 
established state operated unions in place of the former 
free unions. 
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Here, as in Mexico, many generalities were enmnerated 
to secure the support of labor but making these statements 
effective was to be a slo1>r process. One of t h ese general 
Articles was No. 136: 
Labor is a social duty. Intellectual, technical 
and manua l l e_bor has the right to the protection and 
special care of the State. 
To all is guaranteed the right to ex ist by means 
of their h onest toil, which, as the means of individual 
subsistence, constitutes an asset which it is the duty 
of the State to protect guaranteeing to him favorable 
conditions and means of protection.43 
Article 137, hoHever, was more specific an d it coin-
cided to some degree wi th the six major points wh ich comuris ed 
the Mexican Constitution, as outlined above. On hours of 
42Henry P. Crawford, Trading Under the Laws o f Brazil, 
Bureau of Fore i g n and Domestic Commerce - Trade Promotion, 
United States Department of Commerce, Series No. 18 3 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1938), pp. L~-.5. 
43 11 Constitution of the United States of Bra~il, 11 
International Conciliation, Vol. 346 (New York: Carnegie 
Endo~~ent far International Peace, Division of Intercourse 
and Education, 1939), p. 63. 
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worlr this article provided: a working day o f ei ght hours 
wh ich might be reduced as desired but increased only in such 
cases as the lal.J" permitted; prohib ition of night work by 
children under fourteen; a 1-J"ee k ly d ay of rest on Sundays, 
and when not detrimental to t h e company, on civic and reli g -
ious holidays, in a ccordance with local customs; premium pay 
for night "!tiork, e x cept for work done by regular sh ifts; and 
annual vacations with p ay after one year of uninterrupted 
service with a com~any .44 
It is possible to see slight diff erences in these 
Constitutions which reflect the different time periods in 
which they were instituted. The Brazilian regulations on 
h ours of Hork provid e for: a higher a g e limit for c h ild 
workers, with the starting a g e set at fourte en inste a d of 
twelve; p rohibition of more than eight h ours vJOrk daily; 
additional holiday s as a result of inclusion of civil and 
relig ious holidays under required days of rest; regular hours 
for night work; and an annual vacation 1-fi th p ay. 
On the subjec t o f minimum wag es and e qual p ay for 
equal work, regardless of sex or n a tionali t y, t h ere was a · 
mi x ed situation. Provision was made for a minimum wage to 
cover t h e normal necessities of labor in accordanc e with the 
cond i t i ons of each region of the country. Howeve r, on the 
44 Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
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question of equal pay for equal work regardless o f sex, a 
provision of previous Brazilian legislation, there was no 
coverage. On t he subject of the form of wage, the provision 
stated that the f orm mo st appropriate to the requirements of 
the workers and the company was to be emp loyed.45 
One point of interest here is the difference in t he 
p rovision f or the form of v.rage, as v-;ritten in t he two Consti-
tutions. Mex ican labor, with a long history of p a yment in 
script or merch andise was adamant about the fact t hat wages 
be paid in legal currency. 1he frame r s of the Brazilian 
Constitution, knowing the needs of the Brazilian workers, 
did not see the need for this type of action. They left the 
question of the f orm of the wage as a point to be settled 
between labor and management, eit.her on an individual or 
collective basis. Provision for profit sharing was not 
included in the Constitution. 
The provisions for health and accident protection in 
the Brazilian Constitution were more realistic and enforce-
able than the correspond ing Mexican provisions. They included: 
prohibition against use of women and ch ildren under eighteen 
in industries detrimental to health; prohibition of night 
work f or children fourteen to six teen years of age and of all 
work for ch ildren less than fourteen years of a g e; medical 
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and hygienic assistance to the worker; protection for the 
pregnant mother, assuring a period of rest before and after 
confinement, without loss of salary; institution of old age, 
invalid and life insurance, and insurance for accident in 
line of work; and cooperation from the workmen's associations 
in securing aQministrative or judicial aid in claims relating 
to Hork accident insurance and social insurance.46 
The differences between these regulations and those 
of a similar n a ture in the Mexican Constitution, can be 
explained by t h e difference in attitudes towards labor which 
has preva iled in these two countries. 'The demands of He x ican 
labor that housing at fixed annual rental, schools, dispen-
saries and other community services be furnishe d by manag e-
ment, 1-ras a reflection of the conditions under which Ivlexican 
labor had been living. The provision that management was 
liable for labor accidents and occupational diseases was 
also a reflection of their previous experience. The need 
for t l-ds type of legislation in Brazil was not as pressing, 
as management was more inclined to be paternalistic. 
The articles of the Brazilian Constitution which 
relate t o the subject of strikes and lock-outs are the anti-
thesis of the provisions on this subject in the Mexican 
Constitution. Article 139 stated: 
46rbid., p. 64. 
The strike and lock-out are declared anti-social 
instrlli~ents, harmful to labor and to capital and 
incompatible with the superior interests of national 
production ••• 4 7 
This article also included machinery for diminishing 
disputes between employers and employees, through t he crea-
tion of an independent labor judicial procedure regulated 
by law. 
These provisions reflect the authoritarian attitude 
of the Varga s government. The planning of the Constitution 
is directed toward national interest as a fi~st consideration. 
The regulations in the Nexican Constitution, on the contrary, 
re f lected a primary interest in the welfare of labor. 
'I'he subject of di.smissal wages also received attention 
in the Brazilian Constitution. It provided; compens a tion to 
an employee if there was a cessation of employment which 
the employee di d not cause; that the rights of employees 
are continuous regardless o f ownersh ip of the firm. ·That 
is, in companies continually operating , the rights which 
an employee has in relation to one o~~er continue under new 
ovmership. The change of 0 1~ership does not affect t h e labor 
contract.48 
This regulation was, in essence, the same as the 
4-7rbid. 
4Sibid. 
- : 
dismissal provision of the Mexican Constitution. Payment 
was guaranteed but the amount was not stated. This was 
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left for future elaboration. These were the ~oints of simi-
larity between the two Constitutions. However, the Brazilian 
Constitution contained an important feature which the other 
did not include. This was the collective labor contract. 
This contract made with legally recognized associations of 
employers and workers was to be binding on all employers 
and workers that these associations represented. Further, 
the collective labor contracts stipulated a contract period, 
the amount and form of wage, the internal discipline and the 
h ours of work. This idea was a restatement of Decree No. 
21,761 of 1932 which defined and established collective 
bargaining contracts.49 
We have seen that the Constitutions which bec~me the 
basis for future labor legislation in Mexico and Brazil 
were very similar. However, there were differences reflecting 
a basic disagreement in attitudes of these governments toward 
labor and labor's needs and different time periods in which 
t h ese docume nts were promulgated. We found t h at both pro-
vided fo r minimum wages but only the Mexican Constitution 
provided for equal pay for equal work regardless of sex or 
49smith and March ant,££· cit., p. 388 . 
nationality. On the subject of payment of wages it was 
found that only the Mexican d ocument provided for wages 
payable strictly in legal currency due to previous unfor-
tunate e xperience 1-Ji t h other methods of payment. 
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The Brazilian Constitution, reflecting the post-World 
War I minimam standards of child welfare and accident pre-
vention, contained considerable regulation of hours of work 
for women and children, health protection for both and old 
age and accident coverage. However, since the tex tile 
laborers in Brazil had generally been provided with homes 
and community services there were no provisions of this 
nature in the Constitut i on as there had been in Mexico. 
We also saw that the articles of the Constitutions 
were completely different with regard t o the subject of 
strikes and lock-outs. In Brazil where the government has 
comple te control of the unions, the strike and lock-out 
were declared incompatible with the national .interests. 
Ho1,-Tever, in Mexico, v-Jhere the g overnment was looking for 
labor's support, restrictions on strikes and legal lock-
outs were establish ed. In add ition, both countries estab-
lish ed provisions for dismissal wages, which added to 
labor's job security and to manag ement's cost structure. 
We also saw that the Brazilian Constitution made p ro-
visions for collective labor contracts which could be made 
binding on all employers and employees in an industry when 
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t h eir legally recognized associations reach ed a g reement. 
'rhe various constitutional provisions which have 
been outlined and compared here were of major significance 
to the t extile industries of both countries. Tnese indus-
t rie s 1111ere h i ghly p rofitable in their early stages of develop-
ment p rimarily b ec ause of a n unlimited suppl y of e x tremely 
low wa g e l a bor. Due to this factor, mill manag ement p olicies 
develop ed wh ich included the use o f excessive quantities of 
labor to insure qua l ity f abrics a n d also t o compensate for 
aging equipment, as more attent i on p er mach ine was re quired. 
Thus, v.rork loads v.rh ich were consi dered subnormal in other 
countries became the accept e d p ractice in both IvJ:exico and 
Brazil. 'rhe incep t i on o f t h ese Constitutions, although they 
d id not significa ntly af f ect cost s immediately , estab lish ed 
the basis for a rapid rise in labor costs. 'They also pro-
vided a warning that enlightened t h ink ing by manag ement and 
labor would b e required in futu re discussions concerning 
work loads and modernization. 'l'he extent to wh ich such 
t h ink ing was actually ac quir ed will be considere d later in 
relation to t he physic a l status o f the t ex tile indu str y in 
both countries. 
CHAPTER VI 
POST-CONSTITUTIONA L LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPIVJE NTS 
As was mentioned in the paragraph above, the Consti-
tutional p rovisions did not significantly affect the overall 
costs in the textile industry of either country. It was the 
enabl ing le gisla ti on vJhi ch evolved, based on the lab or 
articles of the Constitutions, that was to determine the 
actual burden of the laws. 
We sh all see t h at in Mexico, the condition of labor 
leg islation between 1917 and 1931 was atrocious. There was 
no pattern to the le g islation which had developed in t h e 
various states, and neither management nor labor kne1r,r how 
they would be received in any dispute. The labor co d e in 
1931 did much toward correcting this condition by taking 
control awa y fiDm the states and amp lifying some of the 
previous decree s. The situation in Brazil between 1937 and 
1943 was not much better than the muddle in 1!J:exico. The 
laws had been issued by the Federal Government but t h ere 
had not been a pattern or direction to them. :Nearly every 
law had been decreed to meet a specific need of the economy 
but conflicting regulations and incomp lete coverag e left 
many Brazilian laborers unprotected. "In Ma y 19L!-3 , Decree-
lav.r No. 5452 was issued in an attemp t to systematize the 
collection of laws t h en extant. I t b e came effective on 
November 10, 1943. 
The Mexican Le.bor Code of 1931 v.ras an attempt to 
r a.tionalize the l-1exican Labor Laws which had develop ed 
after adoption of the 1917 Constitution. Brazilian Decree-
law No. 5452 was a similar attempt to rationalize and con-
solidate the labor leg islation of Brazil. These two pieces 
of legislation and the subsequent legislation in both 
countries will be the major consideration of this chapter. 
Their correlation with the previous legislation will be 
determined and any new developments examined with respect 
to their effect on the status of the textile industry. 
The Mexican state labor laws which developed after 
1917, were jumbled and contradictory. Neither labor nor 
capi t al knew what to expect from them and it was impossible 
to formulate procedure s for settling labor disputes. As 
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evidence of this weakness became manifest, labor and manage-
ment turned increasingly to the Federal Government for 
decisions in their disputes. The Minister of Industry, Com-
merce and Labor, particularly during the Call es administra-
tion, became a virtual dictator in all important labor 
controversies. Hov.rever, the apparent principle governing 
his decisions was that t h e unions belonging to the Confedera-
/ 
cion Regional Obrera Mexicana, popularly known in Mexico as 
the C.R.O. M., were always in the right and all others were 
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in t h e lrJrong . 50 
I n t h e ye a rs foll ovdng 1 917, a m:unber of attemp ts 
we re made to secure t h e adop ti on of a federal labor cod e. 
Ob r e g on s ponsored a federal labor code in 1 9 24 but it, and 
ano t her attemp t in 1926 , were u n successful. The Cons t i tu -
tion -,.,ms amend e d in 1929 to pernli t the Federal Gove r mne n t 
to leg i s l a te on labor and two y ears later a f ederal l a bor 
c ode 't-Ja S a dop ted. 'The la1r.r sought t o g ive federal regula -
tion to labor con tra cts, t o assure adequa te comp e n sation 
for i ndustrial a cciden ts and occupational disea ses , t o 
e s tablish u n iform liJOrk i n g h ouPs and t o g ive some defin ition 
and control t o t h e r e lations between capital and labor. 
'I"nese aims ""rere to be accomplished by adop tion of : 
more stringent pPovisions for control of labor t h rough reg is -
tration of unions wi t h t he g overrunent; provisions fo r est ab-
lishment of col l ective labor contracts; requirements t h at 
collective c ontracts be writ t en; and defin itions of t he scop e 
of juri sdiction of federal conciliation boards.5l However, 
basically the p rovisions of t h is new code followed t h e p ro-
visions of Article 123 of the Cons t itution. 
'l 'he factor of p rime i mport ance 1.ras that i t vms no-vJ a 
5°clark , ..212.· cit., p p . 214-215. 
5 l l1onthly Labor Revie>-r , ..212. · cit., Oc t ober 19 29 , 
Vol . 2 9 , No. 4, p. 852 . 
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federal labor code and that the co ntra.dictory stfl_te laws 
were eliminated. Some of the provisions of the new cod e, 
such as compulsory registration of all unions and federations 
vJith the g overnment, were very distasteful t o labor. For 
example, the law required that the unions provide information 
on receipts and administration of dues, and on the indivi dual 
membership of each union. \vi thout registration and recog-
nition a union had no legal right to enter into collective 
contracts or to submit disputes to the conciliation boards. 
The features of t h e code relating to collective 
a greements, strikes a nd lock-outs contained very important 
provisions, although there was some duplication of the 
earlier state laws. All industrial labor contracts were 
required to be in v.rri ting, except for those covering temp-
orary employees working less than sixty day s or hired for 
specific duties, t he value of which would not exceed 100 
pesos. A collective contract could be demanded by a union 
provided: it was legally constituted under t he provisions 
outlined above; and it wa s the only union recognized within 
the business, or that it controlled a majority of the 
employees. "A collective labor contract is defined by the 
law as a contract entered into by one or more unions and 
one or more employers' associations."52 
52clark, ££• cit., p. 217. 
A contract of this type applies not only to t h ose 
workers who are members of the union making the contract 
but to all other emn loyees in the factory or industry. 
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Tai s t yp e of a greement has been very prominent in union and 
manageme nt negotiations in t h e textile industry of Mexico. 
1be det ails of actual a g reements covering all sectors of the 
industry vlill be examined in a later chapter, as these a gree-
ments have had strong influence on the development of the 
textile industry. In fact, this is one phase of the legis-
lative development relating to labor which management has 
consistently fought. 
The uriions, in addition to the collective bargaining 
p r ovis i ons of the law, -vmnted a compulsory 11 closed sh op " 
clause. This they did not receive, although they did secure 
a statement that a "closed shop" clause in a contract was 
legal but not obligatory. However, this clause in a contract 
referred only to p resent union workers and all employees 
h ired in the future; it did not affect non-un ion employees 
already employed. It was a very i mportant clause since wi th 
a "closed sh op ," disch arge from the union als o meant loss of 
the job. In practice, t h e unemp loy ed man desiring emp loyment 
had to put his name on a union waiting list, for -vdth "closed 
sh op s" the rule, the union usually provi ded candidate s f or 
emplo;yment.S3 
Despite these instrume nts in the hands of labor, 
t h ere v,rere some provisions of the labor code which were 
objectionable to the unions. Oneof these was the legal 
lock-out Hhich Has included in the 1917 Constitution and 
again in the 1931 labor code. This type of plant shutdown 
has been identifi ed by the term paro. "The ~ provided 
for in the Mexican labor law is defined as 1 a temporary, 
partial or tot a l suspension of work' as the result of an 
a g reement bet~Jeen employers. uS4 
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A suspension of work is lega l when an excess of produc-
tion makes this action necessary in order to maintain p rices 
and whe n such a suspension is permitted by prior approval of 
the conciliation and arbitration board. Actual l y, paro has 
also come to me a n a non-lega l Hork stoppage on the part of 
labor. However, f or the bal ance of this paper it will be 
used in t he sense quoted above. 
When t h e lock-outs are legal, th e emp loy ers are not 
required to provi d e compensation to the employees. In these 
instances, the employer's only obligation is to reemploy 
S 3w. W. McVittie, Overseas Economic Surveys: Mexico, 
Published for the Board of Trade Commerc1al Relations and 
Exports Department (London: His Majesty 's Stationery Office, 
1949 ), p. 3S. 
S4 Clark, 2£· cit., p. 219. 
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the workers in their former positions and wait thirty days 
after resumption of operations before hiring new workers. 
Hmvever, if an employer engages in an unlawful lock-out he 
is liable for full wages of all employees during the lock-out 
and any liabilities that the conciliation board i mposes.SS 
The grounds for suspension of operations in an indi-
vidual concern, with permission of the board of conciliation 
and arbitration are: shortage of raw materials through no 
fault of the employer; lack o f funds for the normal operation 
of the business; an excess of p roduction relative to market 
conditions; unusual failure to operate the business firm at 
a profit; force majeure or similar circumstances for which 
the employer was not responsible; failure of the state to 
meet contractual obligations; and the death or incap acity of 
t h e employer, in such cases where t h is makes suspension 
necessary. However, even these reasons were not always suf-
ficient to enable an emp loyer to secure suspension, v.ri t h out 
some concessions to labor.S6 
These regulations governing t h e manner in which an 
emp loyer chooses to operate his factory have made the prob-
lems of management more difficult. It has meant, in many 
cases, that in order to take steps to prevent bankruptcy or 
SSClark, 2E• cit., p. 219. 
56Ibid., p. 220. 
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heavy losses, an employer has had to convince a g overnment 
conciliation board of the need for specific action. In many 
instances, these g overnment boards know nothing about the 
operation of the factor y concerned and are in no way prepared 
to make a decision. 'lhe only hop e which the emp loyer has in 
such instances is that the board membership is honest and 
will attempt t o make a fair decision. 
The decisions of these boards have also been very 
i mportant in strike settlements, although their decisions 
have not been unbiased. The majority of the strikes, since 
the adoption of the labor code, have been due to demands for 
higher wages to meet the rise in the cost of living . Demands 
for wage increases have become almost automatically a con-
dition •rJhich must be accepted before the new contract is 
signed. 
A quirk in the labor law gives l a bor an advantage 
over management when contracts expire. Under the cod e, 
labor is required to g ive the conciliation auth orities six 
to ten days notice before a legal strike can be declared. 
TILus, when the existing contract is due to exp ire, labor can 
submit its demands to management and give notice to the con-
ciliation board that it intends to strike on a given day. 
If the strike is declared legal, management is responsible 
for payment of all wages duri~g the strike period. There-
f~re, the number of strikes which have actually taken place, 
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since the adoption of the new labor code, have been declining . 
Hanag ement has little ch oice but to come to some agreement 
with l a bor prior to the strike date.57 
The textile industry is one o f several which the 
Federal Government has chosen to keep under its control. 
Therefore, disputes in this industry are resolved b y appli-
cation of a for mula which refers to a nation-wide collective 
contract. These contracts are drawn separately for each of 
the major segments of the industry including cotton, v-rool, 
silk and artificial silk. One should not think that because 
the g overnment has undertaken to keep this industry under its 
responsibility, that the disputes are any less severe. Such 
is not t h e case, as t h ere are four strong unions in the tex-
tile industry at t h e present time and textile management 
presents a fairly united front through employer's associations 
in the various textile c enters. In most strikes, the rela-
tive streng t h of the opposing groups does not become a matter 
to be tested and the justice of the positions taken is seldom 
decided. The factor of i mpo rtanc e is gove rnmental favor or 
disfavor toward one .of the groups, at the time of the strike.58 
One o t her provision of the 1931 labor code had a 
strong influence on manag ement policy, also. 1nis was one 
57\-J . ~v . :LJicVittie, .Q£· cit., p. 32. 
58clark, QE· cit., p. 225. 
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in which any enterp rise had to employ at least ninety per 
cent Mexican labor in skilled and unskille d classes. In the 
case of skilled labor the conciliation and arbitration board 
could authorize a temporary reduction in this per centage. 
Special p rovisions were included to cover small firms and 
certa in industries.59 In Dec ember 1933, an i mrr.igration 
regulati on required individual contracts for each f oreign 
technician i mported for Mexican industry, with p ermission 
to hire being refused if competent Mexicans were available. 
In addition, th e emp loyer was required to tra in one or more 
r1ex icans to replace the foreigner on the expiration of t h e 
contract.60 
The administrations of Abelado Rodriguez and Lazaro 
Cardenas g ave strong support to the demands of l a bor a nd 
thus incre a sed the benefits of labor und er the code. 
President Ro driguez, in 193L~ , by a ct i n g as arbitrator in 
a dispute, helped to est ablish higher minimum wag e s tan-
dards. Then , in February , 1936, an amendme nt to t he labor 
code g eneralized the requirement that employ ers g ive their 
Horkers a day of rest at full pay for every six d ays of 
work. 
S9"Legal Restrictions on Employment of Aliens in 
Latin JI.Jilerica," Nonthly Labor Revie1r1, Vo. ~5 , No. 1, 
(Wash ing ton: Government Printing Office, 1937), p. 121. 
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wythe, £2· cit., pp. 289, 290. 
Shortly after President Avila Camancho took o f' fice, 
he suggested ch anges in strike control le g islation, which 
became eff ective in April, 1941. 1his amendment provided 
that strikes might be called only by a majority of workers 
and outlined carefully t h e procedure for decla ring them.61 
In 19~.4, a social security institute vias founded to 
administer the social insurance law which had recently been 
adopted. This institute established a program initially 
restricted to health and maternity insurance and workmen's 
compensation with later p lans for additional coverage. The 
program was to be supported by contributions from employee 
wag es, from manag ement and government. The employee and 
government contribution was originally set at 3 per cent of 
the employee's 1.va g e Hith the manag ement contribution set at 
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6 per cent. The balance of t h e legislation in l•lex ico, up to 
the present time was concerned with increasing the minimum 
v.rag e and renewing national collective agreements. 
As was previously note~ the situation in Brazil between 
1937 and 1943 was nearly as confused as the period in Mexico 
between 1917 and 1931. The Constitution of 1937 had been 
superimposed on an existing body of le gislation. Every law 
which was not opposed in the Constitution was presumed to be 
still in effect. In addition, other laws were passed, to 
61 Wythe, 2R• cit., p. 293. 
meet specific problems after 1937, with the result t h at 
nobody was sure of t he labor la1..;s in eff ect. Thus, Decree-
law No. 5452, of May 194-3, wa s an attempt to bring order 
into t h e Brazilian l abor picture. 
There are a few legislative developments in the 1937 
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t o 194 3 period which s h ould be considered f irst, h owever, as 
they are related to the subsequent leg isl ation. A review of 
the major decre e s will serve to establish the trend of l a bor 
costs r e sulting from the adoption of t h e Constitutions. 
Minimum wag es provided for by Decree-law No. 185 of 
January 19 36, p romised by the Constitution of 193 7, were 
put into effect by Decree-law No. 399 of April 30, 1938 , 
upon approval by President Vargas. Minimum wage co~missions 
were established in every state by the Minister of Labor 
and b a sic wages were reco~mended at 220 milreis per month, 
(1 milreis equal to 6.06 cents at t he time), for Sao Paulo 
and 120 to 160 milreis p er month in the interior.62 
Decre e -law of May 1940 e s tablished n ew minimum wag e 
rates for Brazil, effective for three ye a rs, for adult vwrk ers 
~~ thout distinction as to sex. These rates rang e d from 
3~600 to 9 .600 milreis per day, according to locality . 
l"iinors under eighteen Here to b e p aid at one half t h e adult 
62Monthly Labor Review, op. cit., June 1940, Vol. 50, 
No. 1, p. lL~OO. 
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rate. Provimon was made for a rise in this r a te, if circum-
stances chang ed and three-fourths of the members of the com-
mis s ion recommended revision.63 
Anothe r contribution to the h ealth and welfa r e of labor 
was introduced with Decree-law No. 1,238 of May 2, 1939. 
It provided for the compulsory organization of restaurants 
at all establishments with more than 500 employees.64 
Decree-law of February 7, 1940, a~ende d t he social 
securi t y decree of Ma y 19 35 , 11hich vJas mentioned previously. 
This new decree provided that employees of any enterprise in 
Brazil, who were dismissed, mi ght cont inue their membersh ip 
in the social insurance sch eme p rovided their dismis s al was 
not due to a few specified causes. Continuance was secured 
through written notification to the emp loyees institute 
t hat he wished to remain a member. This notification 
required renewal every six months. However, once the con-
tinuance v-ras establish ed t h e employee contributed monthly 
on the bases of his p revious p ayments. The employer matched 
t h ese p ayments and t h e government contributed an amount 
e qual to the emp loyee's contribution.65 
6 3Ibid., July 1940, Vol. 51, No~. 1, p. 15 8 . 
64Ibid., June 1940, Vol. 5o, No. 6 , p. 14 02. 
b5Ibid., January 19 L~l , Vol. 5 2, No. 1, p . 123. 
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In January 1943, the minimum 1,rages Her e increased by 
25 per cent in t he Federal Dis t rict , the t erri tory of Ac re 
and the various state c ap i tals and by 30 per c ent i n all 
other areas . 'I'his changed the mi n i mum 't·mg e scales estab -
l ish e d in Hay 19L1.0 . 66 
Ti1e s e developments i n Brazilian l egislati on were the 
maj o r changes unti l I~ay l, 1943 , Hhen Decree-law No. SI..J-52 
\t>Jas issued . This was a c onsolidation of the l abor lmvs of 
Brazil . It 1t1as the first a ttempt at systema tic coordinat ion 
of the inrr~ense b ody of l egislation which h ad been issued a t 
r andom t o mee t t he needs of specifi c situations . 
'l'n e purp o se of this l av.r vms to es tablish norms t o 
regulate i ndividual and coll ec ti v e labor r e lations i n Brazil . 
In g eneral, t he pri nc i pal provisions were a s f ollows : 
Emp loyees were underst o o d to be i ndividuals Hho r ender 
services of a non-casual nature t o an emp loyer, under h is 
orders , and for a salary . 6 7 
No distinction was made between the class of work or 
the condition of the work . 68 
Equal s alar y ~-Jas to be paid for all work of e qual 
66Ibid . -, l'1arch l9 L!-3 , Vol. 56 , No. 1, p. 592. 
6 7Ame r ican Ch~~bers of Commerce, Consolidation o f the 
B~azili an Labor La ws, ( Brazil: 1953), p . 16 . 
68Ibid . 
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value reg ardless of sex.69 
The precep t s concerning t h e social insuranc e system 
vrere to be the subject o f a special law.7° 
Professiona l identific a tion booklets were to be issued 
to a l l emp loyed p ersons over eighteen years of a ge, reg a rd-
sess of sex. The s e book let s were to b e a n obligatory 
requ i reme nt fo r securing r emunerative emp loyment. Each b ook 
Has t o include a perman ent record of the employee 's p revious 
h is t ory from birth f or1-rard, incl u d ing data on e duc a tion, 
c i vil status, profession, draft st a tus, sy ndicat e a f fili a -
tion, sala ry and hours of work.71 
The norma l work day was s et at ei ght hours. However, 
duration of work co u ld be increa se d u p to a total of ten 
h ours by a vJri t t en agr eeme n t between t h e employer and 
emp loy ee or by a collective labor contract. 1f.he remunera tion 
per add i t iona l hour was to be mentioned in the cont ract and 
it h ad to b e at l east 20 p er cent higher tha n the normal 
h ourly wage.72 
The code a lso established a minimum rest p eriod of 
69Ibid. 
70 Ibid. , p . 17. 
71 8 Ibid., pp. 1 , 19, 20. 
72 Ibid., p. 28. 
ele ven consecutive hours between t wo d ays o f work , a He ekly 
rest p eriod of twenty -four consecutive h ours, on Sund a y 
wh en possible , and rest days were p rovid ed in accordance 
wi th local custom, for local or reli gious holidays.73 
A Iviinimurn ·wa g e Commission was estab lished to f i x 
minimum wa g es for a normal da y 's 1v-o rk Hhi ch would ins ure 
t h e laborer a wag e capable of mee t ing h is normal needs, in 
dete rmined time periods and for particula r r egi on s of t he 
country, as r egar d s food, lodg ing , clothing , h ygiene and 
transp ort. -When the emp loyer supp lied in k ind, a n y of the 
b a sic items, p rovision wa s made for a reduction of the cash 
p ortion based on t he formula WPC:IVIW- K. In this formul a , 
WPC repre s ented wages p ayable in cash, M1v the minimum wa g e 
and K t h e total value of the items suppli e d in k ind by the 
emp loyer. There was one restriction established, b a sed on 
this provision, to t he e ffect that the minimum wa g e p a y a b le 
in cash could not b e le s s than 30 per cent o f t h e min i mum 
wage established fo r the re gion.74 
Vacations were guaranteed, at full remuneration, to 
every employee on an annual basis in accordanc e with a 
schedule. A maximum of 20 i·JOrking days was allm·re d to 
employees vrho were not absent from -vmrk more than six times 
73rbid ., pp. 30, 31. 
74rbid., pp. 33, 34. 
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in twelve months. The minimum vacation was set at 7 working 
days for those who were available for work less than 200 
days but for more than 150 days.75 
Industrial establishments had to receive insp ection 
and approval of hygiene and safety conditions before work 
could be undertaken.76 If more than 300 employees were to 
be employed, management must provide a restaurant and t h e 
workers had to eat there.77 
Two thirds of the employees in any establishment must 
be Brazilians and two thirds o f the payroll in any e stablish -
ment must go to Brazilians.78 
Female workers were to be subject to special legis-
lation protecting their health and employment. These pro-
visions included regulation of working hours to a maximum 
of 48 per week with 8 hours per day considered normal. How-
ever, this could be extended up to two additional hours per 
day by written agreement between the employer and employee. 
Night work for women between ten p.m. and five a.m. was 
prohibited except for special service industries. Women 
were prohibited from working in unhealthy industries and 
75Ibid., p. 43. 
76 Ibid., p. ~-8 • 
77Ibid., p. 51. 
78Ibid., p. 97. 
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from doing work requiring lifting or pulling over 20 k ilo s 
for cont i nuous T-Jor k or 25 k ilos for o ccasional work . 'I'he 
l a1--1 also provi ded that when a v.roman marri ed a n d be c a me p reg -
nant her j ob was to rema i ii secure . She was proh i b i ted from 
1-JOrld n g six ;,-.reel{s before and after her confi n ement , during 
which time sh e was to rec e ive full salary , and un on returni ng 
to lrJo r k her for mer p os t was t o be avai lable . Upon returning 
and until the ch ild at tained the a g e of six months , t he 
employee was to be ent itled t o t v.ro spe c ial re s t periods 
of one - half hour dur:tng t he day 's work t o n our ish t h e chi ld. 79 
Mi nors were also s ingled out for s pecial leg islat ion. 
Those under eighteen we re forb i dden t o work at ni gh t or i n 
dangerous or u nhe althy a c tivi ties . I:'ii n ors under f ourteen 
-..;.,re re f orbidden t o v.rork . Employers e n g a g i ng mi nors were 
oblig ed to all ow t hem time to attend classes or mai ntai n 
c lasses for t hem i t the sch ool s were more than two kilometers 
m-v a y . I n addit ion , each establish.rnent was obliged · t o emp loy 
a.D.d. enr oll i n th e classes ;na i ntained by the National Service 
of Industrial Av; renticeship ( SENAI ) , a number of appr en-
tices e qual to a t least 5 per c en t of the laborers emp loy ed , 
if the t rade required profes s ional tra i ni ng . 8 0 
79rbid ., pp . 1 02 , 103, 105, 1o6. 
80 Ibid., pp . 108 , 113 . 
Individual labor contracts dealing with employment 
conditions may be closed verbally or in writing and for a 
definite or indefini t e time period. An employee 1rrho might 
be suspended from employment for reason of military service 
or o t her public service Has assured upon his return, all of 
the rights of his contract and any -vrhich Here add ed to t h e 
categ ory of work during his absence . A final termination 
of an indefinite contract was to be settled on the basis of 
one month's wages per year of effective service and over 
six months was to be considered as a full year for indem-
nity purposes, except in cases of justified te rmination for 
causes outlined in the law, including dish onesty, intoxi-
c a tion, violation of business secrets and gambling.81 
Association in the form of syndicates by employees, 
employers or independent workers in the same p r ofessions 
was decla red legal. Tnese syndicates were required to be 
established along specified lines and approved by t h e 
l"linister of Labor, Industry 2nd Commerce. 82 
The syndicates were allowed to close collective con-
tracts engaging the associates of the syndicates which sign 
but extension to all members o f these categories could only 
be made eff ective by the Minist er of Labor, Industry and 
8libid., pp. 122, 1 23, 125. 
82Ibid., pp. 132, 134. 
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Commerce. These contracts were to be in writing and one 
copy had to be submitted to the Ministry of Labor, Industry 
and Commerce for approval, reg istration and filing.83 
74 
The code also established a system of conciliation and 
judg ement boards comp osed of a labor judg e and tvJO members, 
one representing labor and the other the employers. Then 
eight Regional Courts of Justice, in which these boards 
opera te, were determined by eight regions established and 
outlined in the law. All labor c a ses in t hese reg ions 
were to be handl e d by these courts.84 
Actually, Decree -law No. 5L~52 made very few radic a l 
departures from the provisions of the 1937 Constitution. Its 
major significance is in the work of collating , systematizing 
and defining the previous legislation. Thus, the labor 
legisla. ti on in Brazil was set in a patter n, established by 
the government and closely controlled by it. 
Under the Dutra g overnment, the Constitution of 1946 
added still furth er to t he provisions of the labor code. Tne 
most importBnt of these called for a weekly day of rest with 
p ay and worker participation in profits. However, this last 
procedure did not become immediately effective. In fact, 
it still has not been made eff ective by t h e government. In 
83Ibid., p. 162. 
84Ibid., PP· 170-178 . 
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March o f 1946, constitutional provisions for handling l abor-
management di s putes were clarifi ed and defined. The se cla ri-
fic a tions p rovided notifying the Department of Labor auth ori-
ties of any dispute c ap able of causing a work stoppage , so 
t hat an arbitra tion decision could be h anded do~m . If thi s 
condition was not met, then the strike was considered i l legal. 
Since 1946, supp lementary la<-TS hB.ve been ena cted 
which defined some of the p revious sta tutes. The major 
amendment s to t he 1943 consolida tion and the 194.6 Consti-
tution were decrees on Sunday and h oliday pay, ex tension of 
t he requirement t hat tv.ro-thirds of a. pla nt 1 s employees must 
be Brazilian, increased dismiss a l wage for long term 
employees, and higher minimum h ourly wage rates. 
On January 5, 1949 , the President of Brazil signed a 
decree approving a weekly remunerat ed day of r es t and the 
pa yment of salaries on civil and religious h olidays . 8 5 
Decree-law No. 5452, as st at ed above, included a 
p rovision t h at two-th irds of all employees in an establish -
men t must be Brazilians. Decree-law No. 20,291 of August 1 2 , 
1951, amended t hi s law with regard to t h e definition of 
Brazilian citizenship . The law, as amended, p rovided that 
forei gners married to Brazilians or vrho have Brazilian 
born children Rnd vrh o have been residents of Brazil for 
85Ibid., p. 235. 
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more than ten years we r e to b e cons ide red Brazili an. 
Decree-law No. 5452 was amended again on Ma y l, 1954, 
wi th re gard to dismis s a l indemnity. It vJas stre n g thened by 
addin g the provision that employees who have had more t h an 
t en y e ars of service with a concern could only be dismissed 
f o r g ross misconduct. In t h e event of cess a tion of busine ss 
due to reasons other than "forc e ma jeur, 11 t h e indemnity 
p ay able to employ ees with ten y e ars of service or more, was 
set at t wo mon th 's s alary for each y e a r of service. 
Minimum hourly r a tes based on an eight hour day were 
est ablish ed by law and became effective July 5, 1954. These 
rates differ between states ranging from the e quiva l ent of 
Cr. ;j~2,400 per month in t h e Federal District, Cr. \~2, 300 in 
Sao Paulo down to Cr. ~80 0 in certai n north ern districts. 
In summary, we have seen that t h e new government 
i mposed labor legis~on, as indicated by the segment covered 
h e re, have continually added to t he operating costs of the 
Brazilia n manuf acturers . Increased dismiss a l wages, increased 
soci a l security coverag e and h i gher minimum h ourly rat es h a ve 
s l owly raised the cost of labor to t he manufa cturers in all 
areas. Therefore, t h e advantage s of compensating for t h e 
deficiencies of old equipment wi th increased quantities of 
labor, as has been the p ractice in the tex tile industry , has 
diminished. 
This s i tuation also deve l oped in l'Iex ico, a.s a result 
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of increased labor leg i s lation. H01.vever, here the unions 
were not established by the government. They have been free 
to bargain, to strike and force concessions from the employers 
and they have used this privilege to their advantage. When 
their own efforts failed, they were usually able to secure 
government support on their behalf. 'rhe developments in 
Mexico with regard to the benefits guaranteed to labor nearly 
parallel the developments in Brazil, the biggest exception 
being the type of unions which developed. In Nexico, one year 
after t he Gonsti tution Has a dopted, t h e first really strong 
labor union, the Confederacion Regional Obrera l"Iexicana 
(C.R.O. M.), was legally organized. 
In Brazil, hov,rever, with the adoption of the Constitu-
tion and the new labor code, independent unionism was outlawed. 
The emphasis was p laced on government established and regu-
lated unions but in Mexico it was government support of the 
free unions which was important. Despite entirely different 
union conditions the development of labor leg islation in 
both Brazil and Mexico has been directed toward a definite 
program for raising the standard of living through higher 
wage levels, shorter hours and increased social security 
coverage. This program has developed a large amount of job 
security for labor and has limited t h e action of management 
through the establishment of high dismissal wages and other 
regulati ons. These chang es in the sta.tus of labor and the 
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additions to the body of labor leg islation in Brazil and 
Mexico, have brought about a situation which requires new 
thinking on t he part of both unions and management, if t h e 
future development of the t exti l e industry is to meet the 
production requirements of these economies. A more detailed 
consideration of the pr oblems resulting from these develop-
ments is discussed in Part Three of this paper, which fol-
lows. 
PART THREE 
CHAPTER VII 
UNION DEVELOPMENTS AFTER 1930 
As we have seen in the p receding chapter, adoption 
of the Constitutions and passage of the related labor leg is-
lation in Brazil and Mexico resulted in quite different 
conditions in these countries. Mexico evolved a system of 
free and independent unions \'~Thich depended upon strik es 
for obtaining adjustments in 1-.rork loads and new collective 
contrac t s. At the same time, we saw that the Brazilian 
gover~ment developed compulsory g overnment machinery under 
which unionism was to operate. ·we shall consider both of 
these systems in this ch a p ter. 
We shall see that free unicrnsm in Mexico led to com-
petition among the Mexican unions and to strong dep endence 
upon political favor. \.Je shall also see that these unions 
took full advantage of their s tren g t h to force gains from 
t h e employers for all members o f the industry, under the 
collective agreements provisions of the labor code. The 
section of this chapter devoted to Brazil will examine the 
way in which Brazilian labor unions opera ted, controlled as 
they a~e by detailed government regulations. 
After t he adoption of the Federa l Labor Code in 1931, 
the Mexican government took an active part in t h e aff ai rs of 
labor. One result has been consistent development of 
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numerous opposing factions. These factions have develop ed 
as a result of strong personal leadership, differences in 
theory and tactics and support of different political candi-
da tes. 
In some industries the individual unions lost their 
autonomy and became merely sections of large industri a l 
unions. 1ne existence of regional versus industrial federa-
tions has caused much of the fractionalism Hh ich has existed 
in the Mexican labor movement. 
Regional federations, industrial federations or 
individual unions t.Jere formed into nati anal federations. 
In the textile industry there are about five organizations 
which have considerable strength. They are: 
The Mexican Federation of Labor (Confederaci6n de Trabajadores 
de Mexico - C. T. M.) 
The Mexican Regional Labor Federation (Confederacion Re g ional 
Obrera Mexicana- C. R.O. M.) 
The General Confederati on of Labor (Confederaci6n General 
Trabajadores- C.G.T.) 
'lbe National Proletarian Federation (Confederacion Proletaria 
Nacional- C.P.N.) 
'11he Mexican Federation of l'l/orkers and Peasants ( Confederacion 
de Obreros y Campesinos de Mexico- C. O.C.M.) 
Actually, of these five, only C.T. H. and C.R.O. i'-1 . 
have really been dominant unions in the country at large. 
The others have outlived government opposition but they have 
no t become strong with numerous locals. 'l'he trade union 
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movement in Mexico has been built around a major union of 
prominence which has had favor with the government. During 
the Calles administration, the Confederacion Regional Obrera 
Mexicana was in favor.86 Then in February 1936, a congress 
was held out of which developed the Confederacion de Traba-
,jadores de Mexico, 1r1hich has since become the leading labor 
organization in Iv:Iexico. Hov1ever, this development ca...'lle only 
at the exp ense of the C.R.O.M. 8 7 Tnis change became effec-
tive only because the new C.T. M. was in favor with the Car-
denas government and received both financial support and 
favorable decisions. 'rhe leader of this new union movement 
vias Vicente Lombardo Toledano 1rrho broke with the C.R.O.N. 
just before the national convention in 1932. By supporting 
Cardenas against Calles, the new union assured itself of 
government support and leadersh ip in union activities.88 
The affiliates of C.R.O.N. and C.T. H., in the textile 
districts of Orizaba an d Puebla, settled t h eir differences 
temporarily and participated, in 1941, in joint demonstra-
tions. These demonstrations took place in I>Iay and in 
86Frank Tannenbaum, Hexico: 'fue Struggle for Peace 
and Bread ( New York: Alfred A. Knop~l954. ), p. 85. 
87Ernesto Galarza, Labor Trends and Social Welfare in 
Latin America {Washington: Pan American Union, Division of 
Labor and Social Information, 1943), p. 96. 
88 Ibid. pp. 98-99. 
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October a national co!T1..mittee was established, representing 
the affiliates of four textile unions, Confederacion de 
, 
Trabajadores de Mexico, Confederacion Regional O.brera filexi-
cana, Confederacion General de Trabajadores, and Confeder-
acion de Obreros X Campesinos de Mexico, to draft uniform 
demands on wages.89 
These v-rage increases were secured in the s p ring of 
19~-3, t hrough a revision of the wage scales in the national 
collective agreements which govern the various sectors of 
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the textile industry. These collective agreements were estab-
lish ed in accordance with t he provisions of the labor code, 
as noted in Chapter Six, 1-1hich provided that when a collective 
agreement had been entered into by tvw-thirds of the employers 
and union v.rorkers in a specified branch of industry and dis-
trict, it was to become binding on all employers and employees 
in that industry and district if a decree to that effect was 
issued by the President.90 Such collective agreements were 
made effective in the entire textile industry. 
A decree of thi s type, wh ich v-ms p romulgated in 19 32 
to cove r the cotton textile industry, was continually 
extended until 1938 , wh en temporary wag e increases Here made 
89
rbid., p. 108 . 
90 11 ~·Jages in Hexico, 1937 and 1938," Mont hly Labor 
Review, Vol. 4 8 , No. 2, February 1939, (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1939), p. 398. 
to apply to the entire cotton industry until a commission 
then in session worked out a new collective agreement. A 
similar collective agre ement vlent into effect throughout 
the woolen textile industry on July 20, 1937, for a period 
o f tv-ro years. 
In the cotton textile industry, effective March 17, 
1938, the wage scale was raised for all employees in the 
industry except for those with daily wag es over 7 pesos. 
The 1925-1927 wage level was t he wage base and 70 centavos 
were to be added to this base for all persons receiving 
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under 2 pesos per day and to al l piece work rates amounting 
to less than 7 pesos per day, Hith a few exceptions. Weavers 
t ;ending three looms were to receive 55 centavos additional 
per day and those attending tv-ro looms 1..rere to receive L~3 
centavos additional per day. Any Hages not listed in the 
schedule, under either day or piece work, v.rere to be increased 
by 70 centavos for those earning up to 5 pesos per day and 
those earning 5.01 to 7 pesos were to receive an increase of 
35 centavos. The emp loyees in the bracket of 7.01 pesos and 
up v.rere to receive no increases unless requ ired to match an 
increase of an employee in the 5. 01 to 7 peso class v-rhose 
income was now above 7 pesos.91 
Further compulsory wa g e increases aver aging about 
15 p er cent were authorized in t he spr i ng of 194 3. 1nese 
increas es were p a r t ially due to t h e g overnment su pport of 
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t h e labor unions which b a nded toge ther late in 1 94 1 t o draf t 
demands fo r higher 111Ta ge s . 
In April 19L~l, the ll1ex ican g overnment is s ue d nevJ s t rik e 
cont r ol legi s l ation amending t he federal · l abor lavJ o f 1 9 31. 
It provided t h a t strike s could be call ed only by a ma jor ity 
of t h e workers and p rocedure fo r decl aring t hem was care-
fully out lined. Provisions of t h e new leg islation included : 
written demands to the emp loyer a t least six day s p rior to 
t h e strike da te; notice to the Board of Conciliation and 
Arbi trat ion ; p roh ibit i on o f violence and s t rik ebreakers; 
p roce dure for decla r ing the strik e illegal if all re quire-
ments u-rere not me t a nd f or enfor cing a return to work if the 
strike was no t legal.92 
New labor contracts, eff ective June 6, 1945, cont a ined 
f u rther provi s ions for l imiting strik es a t t he t ime the com-
pulsory labor contra cts exp ire. Under t h e new law, e xp i r ing 
contracts were to be continued in effect, regardles s of a n y 
termination date, unti l a new a greement could b e reached. 
Ho1:1ever, in cas es where t h e g overnment deeme d t{la t i mmedia te 
9 2 11 Stril-re Control Legislation in lVlex ico, 194 1, 11 
Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 52, No. 6, June 1941 (Wash ington: 
Government Printing Office, 1941), pp. 1480-1481. 
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action was required, the la v-r p rovided for temporary measures, 
pending agreement on the new contract. 93 
The President of Mexico issued a resolution based on 
the new law on June 7, 1945, declaring the textile strikes 
terminated. The resolution granted temporary relief to: the 
cotton textile workers in the form of a 22 per cent wage 
i ncrease; the woolen textile ·- worksrs with a wage increase 
of 22 per cent on day 't-vorlr and 19 per cent on p ·iece"T,.rork; 
and the rayon and silk segment of the industry by a 1vag e 
increase of 23 per cent on day work and 20 per eent on piece 
vTOrk. 94 
The next major change in work rates was the revision 
of t he collective contracts of the cotton textile industry, 
effective February 1951. The wag e increase initiated then 
was 10 per cent on the wages of all employees. This contract 
has continued in effect to the present. 
These collective contracts have all contained detailed 
regulations relative to the number of machines which could 
be handled by an operator, the maximum operating speed 
allovred and the number of helpers required on €)ach machine. 
These regulations by themselves, would not be harmful to the 
9 3"Wage Increase.s Based on New Labor-Contract Law 
in lVJ:exico, 11 Honthly Labor Review, Vol. 61, No. 3, September 
1945 , ( Washington: Government Printing Office, 1945), p. 5 36. 
94Ibid. 
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industry. However, in order to prevent this type of control 
from being detrimental to the industry, careful study of 
work loads, administration, machinery maintenance, machinery 
efficiency and labor costs have to be considered by both the 
union leaders and management. The tendency has been for the 
unions to demand concessions and for the government to auto-
ma.tically decree them. This has left management with higher 
costs and without compensating adjustments in work loads or 
efficiencies, which could often have been accomplished 
through union cooperation. 
Th e situa tion prevailing in Brazil, with reg ard to 
union activity, has followed an entirely different pattern 
from that considered above on Mexico. ~Vhere Mex ican labor 
unions were free and permitted to strike, Brazilian labor 
unions, since 1930, have be en goverP .. ment re gulated and 
prohibited from striking. In most phases of the labor-manage-
ment relationship in Brazil the subjects which in other coun-
tries v.rould be considered under collective bargaining are 
covered by le g islation. 
Labor is organized under the provisions of the Consoli-
dated Labor Laws, which p rovide for extensive control and 
regulation of labor groups by the Ministry of Labor, Industry 
and Commerce. Unions may bargain for provisions beyond 
those established by law but barg aining procedures and con-
ditions are defined in detail. Collective labor agreements 
are authorized but they must be approved by the g overnment. 
Once this condition is met the agreement becomes binding on 
all members of the union, r egardless of employer and may be 
declared b inding for an entire industry or job category, on 
a regional basis or nationally. 
Individual grievances and labor-management disputes, 
including wage c a s es not settled by direct ne gotiation, are 
resolved by s pecial labor conci l iation boards, or in t h e 
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labor courts, a s p ecial branch of t he courts in which labor, 
management and government are represented. 
The structure of unionism in Brazil as well as the 
rights of the union (syndicates ) , received detailed treat-
ment in Article No. 511 through Article No. 610 of Decree-
la1...r No. 5 452 of JViay 1, 194 3. It guaranteed: 
All persons who, as employ ers, emp loyee s, agents 
or independent workers, or p ersons p ertaining to the 
p rofessions (i.e. doctors, dentists, lm...ryers, etc.), 
having respective l y , the s ame activity or p rofess i on, 
or activities or professions of a similar or connected 
nature, have the legal right to form associations with 
a view to furthering the study, defense and cg-ordination 
of t heir economic or professional interests.9~ 
The privileges of the syndicates ·Here to rep res ent 
b efore administrative and judicial authorities, the gen e r al 
or individual int e r ests o f t h eir associ a tes in the enter-
prise from which t he syndica te was f ormed. This rep resenta-
95runeric an Chambers of Co~nerce, Consolidation of t he 
Brazilian Labor Laws, ( Brazil: 1935), p. 132. 
tion also included: the arranging of collective labor con-
tracts; electing or appointing representatives of their 
category or profession; collaboration with the State in the 
study and solution of problems relative to their members 
and levying contributions on members included in the cate-
gory they represent. ~~rther, the employee's syndicates had 
the privilege of establishing and maintaining employment 
agencies.96 
The duties of the syndicates were to collaborate with 
the public authorities in the development of social soli-
darity, maintain services of judicial assistance to the 
associates and promote conciliations of labor disputes. 
~~ey also had the additional duties of promoting establish-
ment of sales and credit co-operatives and establishing 
and maintaining primary and pre-vocational schools.97 
The rights of the syndicates, the financial adminis-
tration of them and penalties for any infractions of the 
established regulations were all prescribed by the Federal 
Law. In addition, the Syndical Tax was established by law. 
This tax was to be paid by all those who belong to a deter-
mined economic or professional category or to a private 
profession in favor of the syndicate representing the s.ame 
9bibid., p. 133. 
97rbid., p. 133. 
category or profession. The tax was to be paid annually 
and in full, consisting of an amount corresponding to the 
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remuneration for one day's work for employees, an amount 
ranging from Cr. $10.00 to Cr. $100.00 for autonomous agents 
or workers and members of private profess i ons and in accor-
dance with a set schedule for employers ranging from 
Cr. $ 30.00 for firms with a capit al up to Cr. ~ilO ,000 to 
Cr. $5 ,000 for firms with a capital over Cr. $10,000,000. 98 
The proceeds of this syndicate tax, after deductions 
for a fund for operation of the syndicates, were to be 
applied by the syndicates of employers in services of tech-
nical and leg al assistance, in economic and financial surveys, 
in libraries and in services for spreading commercial and 
industrial information toth in Brazil and abroad. The 
syndicates of employees were to use the funds in main-
tenance of employment agencies, in maternity assistance, 
in medical and dental assistance, legal assistance, for 
primary education and pre-vocational schools, in credit 
and consumption cooperatives, in holiday camps, in libraries 
and in services of a recreation and sports character . 99 
The activities of the syndicates have been closely 
supervised by the government and mainly due to this control 
98 Ibid., p. 152. 
99Ibid., p. 157. 
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they have functioned primarily as welfare organizations. 
During the Dutra administration, labor organization developed 
along autonomous trade or craft lines, as the government 
looked with disfavor on efforts to consolidate syndicates 
on a national basis. Official control over the activities 
o f the labor unions has retarded the growth of constructive 
labor leadership. Anoth er factor, which has retarded union 
development in Brazil, is the fact that unions and union 
leaders are prohibited by law from participating in political 
campaigns. 
We have seen in this comparison of Brazilian and 
Mexican union activities, a picture of union conditions in 
each of these countries and the basis on thich they operate. 
Alth ough the unions have not been free and militant in 
Brazil, this chapter has shown that the scope of autonomous 
government regulation has been sufficient to present m~Dy 
of the srune problems that free union activity has developed 
in Mexico. The combination of rising direct costs and 
ris i ng social costs have chang ed the conditions in the tex-
tile industries to a much less favorable position t h an was 
formerly enjoyed. The effects of the two different types 
of union activity on the textile industries of these coun-
tries will be considered in the chapter which follows. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF THE TEXTilE INDUSTRY 
As we noted earlier in t hi s paper, t h e population 
and industrial growth in Mexico and Brazil has been 
rapid: in the years since World War II. At first glance 
it has appeared that this growth would be sufficient to 
induce an expansion in the consumer goods industries such 
as textiles. However, the problem is not a simple one. 
The textile industry is highly developed mechanically and 
as a result of a long history of growth, it has much mach-
inery which is antiquated and in need of replacement. In 
order to operate t h is machinery and to secure a measure of 
quality, the mills 1dth antiquated equipment have found it 
necessary to increase t h e number of laborers attending these 
machines. ~~en the industry has received protection from 
high tariffs, this increase in the number of laborers, when 
labor was a low cost factor, was not important to management. 
However, today the ruBnber of laborers in a factory is an 
i mportant consideration in modernization plans and in efforts 
to maintain a competitive position in the market. 
After years of working on the principle of compen-
sating for capital e quipment deficiencies with low cost labor, 
the textile industFJ has come to realize that t h is p olicy 
has not be en sound. A progressive increase in labor costs 
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and a corresp onding increase in guaranteed job stability 
has imp osed severe limitations on the direction and size 
of moderni zation p l ans. 
During World War II, production in t h e Mexican tex tile 
industry increased greatly , reach ing a level in 1946 't-rhich 
was 48 per cent above t h e highest prewar level.lOO However, 
t hi s growth was due almost enti r ely to increased use of 
existing e quipment. Tne indust r y ch ang ed from one sh i f t 
to two and thre e shift production as a result of wartime 
e xpansion of demand due to incre a se d domestic incomes and 
lack of competition abroad. Af t er the war the industri a l 
countrie s regained the ir tex til e export markets, as the 
Hexican p roduc ers Here not able to meet the comp etition on 
eithe r a p rice or quali t y basis. Furthermore, this c ompet-
ition was also effective in the domestic marke t in Mex ico, 
with t h e result t h at desp ite a p er capita consump tion t h at 
continued to increase, t h e demand for Nexican made p ro ducts 
d e clined. 
The i mmediate reaction was to curtail op erations and 
to demand increased t a riff p rotection. Sp ok esmen for the 
industry contended tha t t he Mexican market was being 
flooded by low-priced cotton fabrics from t he United Stat es 
100Rep ort of the Combined Mexican Working Party , 
1~e Economic Deve lopmen t of Mexico, Published by the Inter-
nationa l Bank for Reconstruction and Development, (Bal t i more: 
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), p. 67. 
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and that addi tional tariff protection was needed to prevent 
widespread unemployment. This has been the cure wh ich 
manag ement has invoke d in t he past to comp ensate for ineffic-
ient equipment and poor ma nag ement practices. The tariff 
has also provided weakening action on manag ement incentive 
to moderni ze. 
However, t his alone has not been suf fici ent to limit 
modernization. Union policy on work loads and leg islative 
restrictions on dismissal of work ers has also been important. 
An evidenc e of this is the development o f new p lants, by 
Mexican owners, since the war. These plants, equip ped with 
modern mach inery, have been located outside the principal 
tex tile centers. These new mills have not encountered the 
problem of displacing workers and have not be en includ ed 
under the old regulations, so they have been free to estab-
lish work loads and administrative practices wh ich make the 
most effective use of the new e quipment. These mills h ave 
been able to establish standards of efficiency comparable 
to t h ose in the United States and to p roduce at low cost in 
competition -vJi th any imports. Actually, t h ese mills present 
as much of a problem to the old inefficient sectors of the 
industry as all the imports from other area s. ~aese mills 
are the only mills in jVIex ico t h a t are equipped to compete 
in the export markets an d at the same time mak e good profits 
vii t h ou t tariff protection. 
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In Brazil, a similar situation has existed. The 
p rincipal textile mills have been operating for sixty or 
seventy yea.rs and most of the machinery is old. However, 
in the years since 1-Jorld War II, about five thousand new 
looms and complementary quantities of new spill..ning and 
preparatory e quipment have been installed. 
Approximately 80 per cent of tbe industry's equip-
ment is obsolete and in need of replacement. This condition 
is mainly due to low wages, years of tariff protection, 
embargoes on machinery imports and restrictions on entry 
to the industry.lOl During and after World War II, domes-
tic manufacturing has benefited from shortages of imp orted 
products and many concerns have been profitable at a level 
of efficie ncy which would not permit survival in a more 
industrially advanced economy. 102 
About 25 per cent of all Brazilian industrial workers 
are employed in the cotton textile industry. Textile manu-
facturing is the oldest and larg est industry in Brazil and is 
now self-sufficient in all but a few high quality fabrics. 
Th e industry has made progress in recent years toward modern-
izing obsolete equipment. Some factories have adopted com-
p letely automatic processes, vJith opera tion al productivity 
lOlSpieg el, ££· cit., p. 214. 
10;vythe, op. cit.,p. 411-· 
equal to more highly industrial countries with modern fac-
torie s. Quality and quantity of production has increased 
in these modernized mills. Nevertheless, this improvement 
has not yet produced the desired contribution to the trade 
balance, particularly if the available c apital and the 
industry 's role in Brazil is considered.103 
The rising minimum wag e level, dismissal policy, 
social insurance, guaranteed annual vacations and other 
provisions of the Brazilian labor code have made it imnera-
tive that textile management consider modernization if the 
industry is to be operated at a profit in competition vJi th 
products from other areas. Brazil had a good export market 
for textiles in many of the countries of South America just 
after World War II. 
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\tJe have seen t hat the problems of t h ese t1.vo countries 
with regar d to modernizat i on of t he textile industry are 
s imilar but not identical. Brazil produces qualit y fabrics 
and has sold them in competition in export markets. How-
ever, it has a hi gh percent age of antiquated machinery and 
to continue to produce quality fabrics means that Brazil 
must, as time passes, use increased quantities of l a bor 
1vhich is becoming incre asi ng ly more costly. In Mexico, 
l03"The Brazilian Economy in 1953, 11 Conjuntura 
Economic a , February 195~- Edition (Varg as Institute, 1954) 
p. 41. 
the production of quality fabrics is very limited but labor 
costs in the industry are very high and manag ement is con-
fronted with strong union opposition to machinery which 
might mean higher work loads, more efficiency and displace-
ment of -vmrkers. Brazil, on the other hand, although it 
has a comparable problem with regard to dismissal wages 
and increasing daily wage costs, does not have t h e strong 
union opp osition. This is undoubtedly due to a high er de-
mand for industrial labor of all types which currently 
exi sts in Brazil. 
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We have seen that the problems affecting the textile 
industry in both Brazil and Mexico include: a high per cent-
age of old machinery in relation to total machinery in 
place; an unbalanced labor fo r ce resulting from years of 
operation in protected markets; and an increased body of 
cost increasing labor legislation making it exp ensive for 
mills to continue operation with their old machinery and 
high dismissal wages making it costly to install new labor 
saving machinery. 
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSION 
We have seen that the old management practice in Brazil 
and Mexico was to establish mills in isolated areas and oper-
ate them 1:Ji th 'Tri:atever quantity or quality of labor that 
happened to be available. This was satisfactory for meeting 
the needs of the basically a gricultural economies of the 
early twentieth century in Brazil and Mexico. Under the 
prevailing conditions, which included poor transportation, 
protected markets, limited comp e tition and excess quantities 
of low wage labor, the manufacturers could sell anything 
they made at prices high enough to cover their operating 
coots. If quality fabrics happened to be required t h ey 
simply increased the supply of labor so that the work i·muld 
receive closer attention. Ihus, management establish ed 
supervisory and administrative practices for operating the 
mills Hhich were based on the knowledge that production 
could be increased and quality improved simply by add ing low 
cost labor. In addition, we saw that t h e existence of prac-
tically guaranteed markets for their production tended to 
encourage poor administrative practices since the need for 
constant supervision and cost reducing methods did not exist. 
The above mentioned practices permitted managemen t, 
in the textile industries of both Brazil and Mexico, to make 
g ood profits with t heir existing machinery and existing 
administrative practices wi thout t he necessity of worrying 
about increased operating costs or competition. However, 
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as uni onism h as developed and the body of labor legi sla tion 
in effect has incre a sed t h e labor factor of plant op eration 
h as grown in importance. Despite completely different t yp es 
of unionism in Brazil and Hexico, i.e., government spons ored 
and controlled in Brazil and indep endent free unionism in 
I"lexico, the type of .labor leg islation which has evolved is 
very similar. In fact, the net result in both countries 
has been demands for higher wages, shorter working hours, 
greater social security coverage and other benefits, such 
as dismissal wages. 
It is no longer possible for management to fi gure 
labor cost as unimp ortant, a s labor is now protected and 
on ce a new man is added t o the work force it is often dif-
ficult for management to dismiss him, without paying a h i gh 
dismissal wage or encountering difficulty from both the 
unions and gover~ment. 
Thus we see t hat a dilemma has be e n c reat ed. The 
early condi t ions in the textile industry f a vore d an increased 
us e of low cost labor in p lace of new cap ital e quipmen t and 
thus the system of opera ting Hith large quantities of' labor. 
This led in t u rn to general antiquation in the textile indus-
trries of thes e two countries, as, except in t ime s of extreme 
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shortages of fabric, i mp orts of machinery Here very l o1,j . 
In other periods, t emporary sh ortage s v;ere h a ndl ed by 
increasing the qu ant i ty of labor per machine t o i n c rease 
eff i cienc y . 'l'hen, as the body of l abo r leg i s la tion devel-
op ed , th e u nions h ave been succ e ssful i n raising t h e mi n i-
mu.'ll 1.vage level and obtaining job security t h rough h i gh 
dismiss a l wag es . 'rhe result has been t h at manageme n t no 
l onger has loH cost lab oP . It h as more labor t h a n i t needs 
t o properl y op era te t h e machinery it now owns and i t has a 
t r adi t ion of operating wi t h an exces s qu anti ty of lab or. 
l![anag ement is nm;-,; temp t ed t o purchase n10re e f f ici ent mach-
iner y because of the h i gher l abor costs but at t he s ame 
time , more efficien cy me ans dis ll lacern.ent of laborers v-rhi c h 
a lso i n volves c onsiderable e xpense be c aus e of d i smissal 
wag e s bas e d on years of service . 
It app e a r s that as a result o f manag enent ' s early 
practices , Hith reg ard t o t h e use of ex c e ss quant i tie s of 
labor , and t h e pi'esent h i gh cost of keeping lal:) ol'"' a nd also 
of dismi ssi ng i t , there is a need for coop eration bet1-re en 
manageme nt and lab or t oward find i ng a solution t o the p rob -
lem of ant i quated mach inery . 'I'he indus t r y i s fail ing t o d o 
the job which it should be d oing in bot h Brazil and Hexico. 
The hi gh tariff s truc ture ma k es it p os sible for t he industry 
t o op erate i neffi ciently and t o c a rry the expenses i mposed 
by the l abor leg islation , but t h is i s at the e xpe n s e of the 
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economy as a whole. 'rhe artificially high prices limit the 
market for the products of these mills. The poorer people 
in the agricultural sectors of the economy are not bene-
fitting from the industrial development due to the high 
price level. Greater cooperation between labor and manage-
ment toward development of more equitable work loads arid 
more efficient production methods can provide grea ter incen-
tive for expansion which could benefit the entire economy 
of both countries. 
Under the present conditions, the incentive to 
modernize is stifled as modern mach inery means excess labor 
which must be either carried on the payrolls or p aid a high 
dismissal wag e and released. About the only condition, 
u nder such circumstances, wh ich would warrant modernization 
would be one involving a large increase in demand sufficient 
to warrant a new machinery installation plus continued use 
of the old machinery. However, even this type of condition 
presupposes union cooperation 1-ri th regard to establish ing 
equitable work loads for the new machinery. 
The textile industry in b oth Brazil and Mexico is 
currently operating under conditions of constantly increasing 
labor and maintenance costs, as the machinery in use, most 
of which is old, requires increasing a~ounts of hi gh cost 
labor per section of machinery in order to maintain mini-
mu_m standards of quality. As the population in these coun-
tries increases the demands for inc r easing &'11.oun t s of 
quality fa bric s v-Till become a problem for the indu stry . 
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\·!i thout nev-r ~r.na ch ine ry , quality fabrics canno t be p roduce d 
unle ss p rices a re increased to cove r much h i gher p ro duc-
t ion cos ts a nd if this is done a large se~1ent of the loc al 
market 1-rill n ot be able t o affor d the se fabrics. Hi gher 
prices als o limi t the export markets of these countr i es , 
as other areas ,,,Ji t h modern mach i nery will compete a n d k eep 
prices of quali ty fB_brics relati vely lo"H , i n the exp or t 
markets of Brazil and Hexico. 
In smn..mary , we have s een that under condition s of 
extremely high demand , such as periods of p os t - Har shortag e 
the tex tile i ndustry h as done a small am ount of mo d e rnizing . 
However, in g e n eral, t he factors of h i gh d i smissa l cos t of 
lab or and l abor 's traditionalism in wor k patterns have b een 
de ter rent s to moderni z a t ion. That is, the se fac tors while 
not interfering vli th quality product ion on ne1r1 ma chine ry 
would maintain cos ts at a h i gh level and thus i n c ent ive t o 
moderni ze has been h eld at a minimu m. 1'he tex t i l e i n dustry 
c annot k eep p ace with the ne eds of the r ap i dly g rowing econ-
omies of these countries unless labo r and manag ement re a ch 
a greement on more modern administrative methods, more equit-
able 1rmrk loads and on some metho d of d iverting excess tex-
tile labo r j_nto e qually profitable emp loyme11.t . If t hi s is 
done , the increased cost of l abor , as evidence d by the labor 
legislation in effect, should provide incentive for the 
industry to modernize at a pace comparable to the growth 
of the balance of the economy. 
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Latin A~eri ca is currently undergoing a tremendou s 
chang e in t he basic pattern of economic development. Nev-J 
inve stment in heavy industry and increased population are 
resulting in g reater per capita and t otal consrunption . The 
effect of thi s changing trend upon one of this area 's oldest 
and most i mportant consQmer good industries, the textile 
industry, has been the subject of one aspect of this paper . 
'l'he scop e of the study has been r estri c ted to t h e tr,ro larg -
est countrie s in size of population and size of their t extile 
industries. The choice of Brazil and Mexico was determined 
by similarities in their history of textile indus t r y develop -
ment, the aggregate size of t h eir populations in rela t ion to 
Latin J.l_,merica as an ent ity and the comprehensive volu..me of 
labor legislation whi ch each has enacted. The study was 
undertaken to determine if t he superimposing of an advanced 
cod e of labor leg islation u p on the early stag es of textile 
indus t ry development has had a deterrent effect on the groHth 
of the industry. Since populati on g rowth has be e n rapid in 
both Brazil and He x ico, in recent years, and per capita 
income has been rising, it -vmuld be reasonab le t o expec t the 
textile segment of the economy to be expanding and modern-
izing to meet the needs of these growing economies. 
In evolving this study to determine if the textile 
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industry has in actuality progressed at a pace comp a rable to 
tha t of the balance of the economy and to viev.r the effects 
of labor unionesm, labor legislation and manag ement policies 
on the development of t h is industry, the follm.ring procedure 
has been adopted: ( 1) to briefly revie~v the early grm.rth of 
the textile industry in Brazil a nd Mexico, (2) to s k etch t h e 
background of union development and the early activities 
leading to labor leg islation, (3) to review the body of labor 
legi slation which has developed and sho"H effects of its 
i mpact on the economy, and (4) to evaluate the e f fects of 
union end management p olicies on the growth of t h e tex tile 
industry. 
The first modern textile mills developed in Brazil 
about 1876 and in Mexico in 1830. There was a rapid growth 
of mills due to g ood investment opportunities and new mach-
inery developments. The -owners of these mills t ended to 
form paternalistic mill villages, in Brazil. This initi a l 
investment was follo wed by a long period of stagnation due 
p rimarily to a l imi ted availability o f nev1 c ap ital and a. 
lessened marginal eff iciency for fur ther t extile mach inery 
investment at that time. 'l'he lVlexican industry developed 
rap idly for about fifteen years and then grm.vth stagnated 
until about 1890 when i t enjoyed another spurt of activity. 
'I'he fJiexican mi lls -were p rimarily forei gn o "t.rned and op erated 
by Europ eans. Labor did not enjoy g ood treatment in t h ese 
Mexican mills and it was usually indebted to the mills for 
food and other necessities secured from mill 01,med stores. 
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'l'he development of labor unionism in the e arly years 
of the t wentieth century found interested followers in both 
Brazil and Nexico. In Brazil, t he early unions T~r ere p ri-
marily mutual benefit societies and continued to b e such 
until about 1928 when a national labor p arty was founded. 
1be sp read of unions esp ousing communi s t ideas took place 
about t h is time vJi th the result that the government p laced 
restricti ons on unions in general and in 1930 prohibited 
free unions. In contrast to Brazil, Mexican unions i•Tere 
illegal from t he outset and it was not until after t h e r e vo-
lution in 1910 that t h ey were permitted to organize freely 
wi t h out interference. They were not legal even at this 
date but the government tolerated them. 
In 1 917, labor, with the tacit ap9 roval of t h e 
government, was successful in incorp ora ting an advanced 
body of labor le gisla tion into two articles of t he n ew 
Constitution. These article s p rovided t h e base f or a 
Federal Labor Code in 1931 and a larg e b ody of legisl a t j_ on 
vJhich e x tended to Hexi can labor a p rog r am of minimum -vmges, 
vacations with pay, dismis sal wa ges, collective barg aining 
contracts and free unionism. These developed piecemeal 
into effective instruments in t h e national economy which 
have greatl y increased security of employment a n d hi gher 
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labor costs. A similar development occurred in Brazil Hith 
the adoption of the 1937 Constitution and the subsequent 
consolida tion of the Brazilian labor laws in Decree-law 
No. 5452 of Ivlay 1, 1943. These documents assured Brazilian 
labor of higher wages, dismissal wages, paid h olidays, vaca-
t i ons ·Hi th pay and collective bargaining contracts. Ho-vJev e r, 
in Brazil, strikes and lock-outs were declared illega l and 
the g overnment had to pass on all contracts and union 
organizations. The result of this leg islation has been tha t 
the cost of labor to management has risen so that it is no 
longer feasibl e to consider increasing the labor factor 
Hhen increa sed production and higher quality are required. 
One of the major problems of the textile unions in 
both Brazil and Mexico has been the existence of a l a r ge 
supply of excess labor which knows no trad e other than tex-
tiles. This factor has dominated trade union policy toward 
management plans for modernizing the textile industry, 
largely as a result of union opp osition to modernization 
due to a fe a r of large scale dismissal of labor. A result 
of t hi s has been that the industry has turned to t ariff 
protection as a means of maintaining a domestic market for 
t heir product, regardless of the price or quality of product. 
The soci a l legis lation fav oring labor and the tariff 
protection favoring the mills in each country has developed 
a situation 1,.Jhich is adverse to the best intere s ts of both 
the Brazilian and Mexican economies. The high production 
costs and low quality of fabric which have resulted from 
past policies are detrin1ental to the living standards of 
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both countries. In addition, they have seriously limited the 
size of th e domestic ma r ket f or the products of the mills in 
each country. The paper concludes that in the interest of 
the overall economy in either country, new thiru{ing is 
requ ired on t h e subject of mo dernizati on, work loads and 
administrative practices in the textile industry, if t h is 
indus try is to meet the increas ing demands of t h ese rap i d ly 
expanding economies. 
